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Abstract
Effective Road Profile (ERP) Control is a relatively new simulator control
strategy which shows a great deal of promise in reducing automotive suspension
and structural testing times, thus shortening the product development cycle. The
key to ERP is a linearly approximated tire model consisting of a characteristic
stiffness of the spring elements within the model (K), characteristic damping
coefficient of damper elements within the model, (C), and the tire modal mass
(M

m t m )-

The tire parameters can be purchased as a data set from MTS Systems

Corporation for approximately $6000 US per tire.
This thesis offers an alternate method of obtaining the tire characteristics.
A rigid two-part frame was installed within the pit of a four-post road test
simulator. This frame was assembled around one hydraulic actuator with the test
tire secured above the actuator pan. The hydraulic actuator was then used to
input a drive file into the tire to produce a tire response file.
response file,

From that tire

radial displacement and radial force are required for tire

characterization.
The Tire Characterization tool within RPC® Pro was used to calculate K,
C, and Mmtm as defined above.

These characteristics were compared to

purchased data for the same tire tested in this thesis.

Drive files of different

amplitude and frequency content were used. Poor correlation of K, C, and

M

m tm

was evident for most input signals but good correlation was found with a
sinusoidal wave form with constant amplitude of 0.1 inches and a varying
frequency between

1 and 50 Hz.

Comparisons show stiffness values
iii
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approximately 38% to 58% higher than those of the purchased data set while
damping was within 23% and modal mass numbers were within 3% on average
of the MTS data set.
The purchased and “best case” calculated characteristics were then used
to develop effective road profiles vertically and longitudinally.

Vertically, the

higher stiffness values obtained from the present project produced lower
amplitude effective roads. The longitudinal effective road profiles were also of
lower amplitude.

iv
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

General
The University of Windsor/DaimlerChrysler Automotive Research and

Development Centre (ARDC) was opened in May of 1996 in Windsor, Ontario,
Canada.

The facility houses a unique organisation that resulted from a

benchmarking study between the University of Windsor and DaimlerChrysler
Canada. The “Windsor Experiment”, as the study was known, was an attempt to
identify successful collaborations between academia, government and industry in
Europe. The prompting of this study was due to the fact that the DaimlerChrysler
Engineering Department was finding that it had to recruit engineers outside of
North America. The members of the benchmarking team attempted to determine
what ingredients would be necessary to create a model that would be effective in
Canada. The ARDC is one of the results of their work.
1
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The relationship between DaimlerChrysler and the University of Windsor
sees members of the student body and University faculty working together with
members of DaimlerChrysler professional staff and Canadian Auto Workers
(CAW) skilled trades to solve industry problems.

These problems result in

research projects at the fourth year engineering level as well as graduate work.
The development of this thesis resulted from discussions between Dr.
Peter Frise from the University of Windsor and Mr. Graham Andrews from the
Road Test Simulation Department at the ARDC.

Figure 1.1 shows the current

University of Windsor/DaimlerChrysler Canada Automotive

Research and

Development Centre.

Figure 1-1: University of Windsor/DaimlerChrysler Canada Automotive Research
and Development Centre (ARDC)
The ARDC is located in Windsor, Ontario, Canada and houses a unique
relationship between industry

2
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1.2

Vehicle Development
The

vehicle

development

process

varies

from

manufacturer

to

manufacturer but common goals do exist and they are to produce the best
vehicle in the least amount of time with the smallest cost possible. Grote et al.
[1] explains that due to modern advances in vehicle development, many
engineering disciplines are required. Customers want safety, performance, and
durability at a low cost.
Vehicle testing has been necessary since the beginning of the industry.
From the time when Henry Ford developed the assembly line, automotive testing
has been a reality.

McConnell [2] explains that testing was divided into two

branches: Performance testing is concerned with how well the product fulfills its
intended function and endurance testing deals with how long the product will
continue to function as intended. Field-testing and proving ground testing were
used to examine these areas.

At the beginning of the automotive revolution,

testing consisted of driving vehicles on public roads in typical use situations to
determine strengths and weaknesses.

Variability of this environment such as

weather conditions and driving variability between drivers gave way to the
introduction of proving ground testing.
A proving ground, simply stated, is a controlled area of prepared roads
and surfaces for the purpose of accelerating the testing of normal vehicle use.
The then Chrysler Corporation opened the Chelsea Proving Grounds in 1954.
Since then, it has been the hub for the vehicle testing stage of product

3
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development.

The primary objective with relating customer experience with

endurance testing involved the acceleration of time. A vehicle could be driven on
regular roads for years before failures could occur. The goal was to accelerate
this testing without compromising the reliability of the simulation. Three methods
were found to allow the endurance test process to be accelerated:
•

The routes were made arbitrarily more severe than anything a customer
would experience i.e. sharper turns, steeper grades, rougher surfaces which
subjected the vehicle to higher than actual loads and stresses.

•

The routes were made with the worst features but not worse than would be
encountered in the field.

Much of the milder operation was omitted thus

giving a higher frequency of occurrence of the highest loads and stress
cycles.
•

The vehicle was operated more of the available time than a customer would.
The Chelsea Proving Ground in Chelsea, Michigan, is a 1620 hectare

(4000 acre) parcel of land that contains a number of roads created to simulate
accelerated harsh driving conditions. The vehicles are subjected to these roads
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. The only down time is attributed to
shift-change, breaks and lunches for the drivers and vehicle failures. The failures
are then analysed and changes to the part are made.

Limitations from proving

ground testing are listed as:
•

Variability between drivers (speed, braking, etc.)

•

Weather conditions

•

Human Error

4
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Computer simulation has advanced rapidly in the past two decades and
has brought a great deal of the vehicle development process into the virtual
world.

Virtual prototypes can be modelled for fatigue durability, safety, etc

without the physical manufacture of parts. In combination with current physical
testing, these simulations can be correlated to actual field testing results.
Because of incredible technological changes, the goal is no longer to
merely redesign the product but to also redesign the process.

Using the new

tools available to the automotive industry will accelerate the product development
cycle and bring new products to the consumer in less time.

5
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Chapter 2:
2.1

Literature Review

Fatigue
Bending a paperclip back and forth until it breaks is a simple yet

descriptive example of fatigue. Fatigue analysis can be defined as the study of
material under cyclical loading. In 1839, Jean Victor Poncelet first used the word
fatigue to describe metal components failing.

Shortly after, railway engineers

noted that tracks and rolling stock axles began to fail after a certain amount of
time in operation. These examples and others like them formed the beginning of
fatigue analysis.
August Wohler developed the first fatigue analysis method in Germany in
the 1800’s known as the stress-life (S-N) approach or the total-life method. The
approach correlated the nominal stress (applied load) to the number of loading
cycles until failure.

The entire life of the structure was measured until
6
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catastrophic failure or separation occurred.

This method, however, did not

differentiate between crack initiation and crack growth.
Improvements in the methods let to the redefinition of fatigue as a process
of initiating a crack followed by an investigation of how the crack propagates.
Strain levels are measured and correlated to the number of loading cycles to
failure.

This is known as the local strain method and uses a strain-life (e-N)

curve and defines failure when a crack develops.
Understanding fatigue is critical to the vehicle development process. LMS
of North America [3] shows that one estimate has attributed nearly 80% of all
ground vehicle failures to fatigue. From a consumer perspective, the failures are
a direct indication of product quality. LMS of North America [4] found that in a
1982 study, the United States government commissioned Battelle Laboratories to
estimate the annual cost of fatigue fracture to the US economy. They concluded
that the cost was 4.4% of the Gross National Product (GNP), or in other words,
many billions of dollars. The study did not even include the money wasted on
over-designing parts to prevent fatigue failures.
Fatigue is analyzed experimentally and computationally.

Due to the

complexity of the components being analyzed in present day machinery and
equipment, experimental fatigue analysis tends to be quite costly.

Computer

simulation can be less expensive but are often narrow in their scope. A balance
between the two schools must be maintained.
Vehicle dynamics studies the vehicle in motion. It is essential to attempt
to understand what is occurring between the tire and the road during vehicle

7
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motion if vehicle dynamics is to be studied. Gillespie [12] mentions that it has
been said that the primary forces by which a vehicle is controlled are developed
in four patches - where the tire contacts the road. The dominant forces acting on
a vehicle to control performance are developed by the tire against the road.
For the purpose of this thesis, issues with durability and fatigue are
concentrated in the suspension systems.

A “rough ride” is not a quantifiable

characteristic of a vehicle but it will certainly affect customer satisfaction.
Springs, struts, and tires are integral components in the suspension system of a
vehicle.
2.2

The Basics of a Vehicle Suspension
The comfort of the occupants is of prime importance when discussing the

design of motor vehicles in general and passenger cars in particular. The basic
function of a suspension is to provide that comfort by isolating the passenger
from the imperfections of the road. A second function of the suspension is to
stabilize the vehicle under all conditions of driver handling, steering, braking, and
accelerating. A good system balances the requirements of both these functions
to provide a suspension which has acceptable levels of comfort and function.
Most automotive suspension systems have the same basic components
and operate similarly.

See Figure 2-1 which shows a typical front end

suspension.
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Figure 2-1: Typical Front End Suspension
For most cars since W orld W ar II, a suspension similar to this one has
been used. The “A” arm suspension gets its name from the shape of the
control arms which looks like the letter “A” .
Gillespie [12]

2.2.1

Springs
The spring is the core of nearly all suspension systems.

It is the

component that absorbs forces while maintaining ride height. Automotive springs
can be divided into several categories including coil, torsion bar, leaf, and air
springs.
Springs are generally classified by the amount that they deflect under a
particular load. This is referred to as the spring rate which can be defined as the
amount of load necessary to deflect the spring one inch or one millimeter. When

9
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a force is applied to a spring, it deforms in direct proportion to the force applied.
The springs take care of two fundamental vertical events; jounce and rebound.
Jounce occurs when the wheel hits a bump and moves up.

Rebound, on the

other hand, occurs when the wheel hits a hole in the road and moves downward.
The spring moves from jounce to rebound and vice versa during normal driving
conditions.
Coil springs are probably the most widely used spring for automobiles.
Linear rate springs have, for the most part, one basic shape and a constant wire
diameter.

A steel rod is wound into a cylindrical shape with even spacing

between coils. As a load is applied, the spring is compressed and the coils twist.
As a load is removed, the coils untwist and return to normal position. Figure 2-2
shows a typical coil spring.
--------------------------

Figure 2-2: Typical Coil Spring
A typical coil spring is shown.

10
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2.2.2 Shock Absorber
Shock Absorbers are used for damping the vertical motion of the vehicle.
If a spring is unrestrained, it will continue expanding and contracting until all the
energy is absorbed. This would not only create a uncomfortable and unsafe ride,
but it would also cause premature wear of the other suspension components.
Shock absorbers are also, and probably more correctly, known as dampers.
Their main function is to dampen spring movement.

A damper is usually a

velocity-sensitive hydraulic damping device where the faster it moves, the more
resistance it has to the movement which allows it to automatically adjust to road
conditions. The damper works on the principle of fluid displacement on both its
jounce (compression) and rebound (extension) cycles.

More resistance is

experienced during extension, which controls the motions of the vehicle body
sprung weight,

than during compression which controls the motions of the

unsprung mass.

The sprung mass can be defined as all the vehicle’s weight

supported by the suspension system and includes the vehicle body, the frame,
the engine, and transmission.

The unsprung mass is the weight of those

components not supported by the springs which includes the steering knuckles
and the rear axle assemblies. In general, the lower the proportion of unsprung
mass to sprung mass in a vehicle, the better the ride. Figure 2-3 shows a cross
section of a conventional shock absorber.
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M O U N TIN G
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Figure 2-3: Cross Section of a Shock Absorber
The shock absorber is responsible for
damping vehicle motion. The damper works
on the principle of fluid displacement on both
its jounce and rebound cycles.
Erjavec et al [5]
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2.3

Ride Comfort
Riley et al. [6] describes ride comfort in an automobile as a quality that is

affected by numerous factors such as high frequency vibrations, body roll, and
pitch. If vehicles are noisy, roll excessively in turns, lurch or pitch during braking
and acceleration, occupants will experience an uncomfortable ride.
Riley et al. [6] continues to explain that:
The ride quality normally associated with the vehicle’s response to bumps is a
factor of the relatively low frequency bounce and rebound movements of the
suspension system. Following the bump, the undamped suspension (without
shocks) of a vehicle will experience a series of oscillations that will cycle
according to the natural frequency of the system.

A natural frequency between 1Hz to 1.5Hz is perceived to be comfortable
but discomfort is achieved around 2Hz. Regular family sedans are designed to
achieve the targets of comfort where as sports cars are usually designed with a
stiffer suspension reaching frequencies between 2Hz and 2.5Hz.
Riley et al [6] also notes that early designers were told that human
sensitivity to ride frequencies was associated with the natural oscillations of an
adult body during a walking exercise. Torsos move up and down about 2 inches
per step during a walk and a typical cycle consisted of 70 to 90 steps per minute.
These targets were achieved to produce a comfortable ride. Today’s knowledge
of human sensitivity to vibration takes into account amplitude and certain
“uncomfortable” frequencies.
between 0.5 and 0.83 Hz.

Motion sickness is experienced at frequencies
The visceral region of the body can not tolerate

frequencies between 5 and 6.67 Hz. Vibrations at 16.67 and 20 Hz are sensitive
to the neck and head regions.

13
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The overall design of a vehicle plays a large role in minimizing vibrations
from wind-noise, drive-train noises, and other external factors.
Taking into account all that has been discussed to this point, it is clear to
see that the behaviour of vehicle suspensions are critical to the success or failure
of an automobile.

Safety, ride comfort, and functionality are all factors

considered in the design of the suspension system. This leads into the testing of
suspension systems.

As explained in Chapter 1, proving ground testing had

been the basis of suspension failure testing and analysis until the introduction of
road test simulation.
2.4

Road Test Simulation
Since proving ground testing has the limitations discussed earlier,

engineers tried to achieve a more controlled method of suspension testing.
Effectively, they brought the proving ground into the laboratory by introducing
Road Test Simulation (RTS).
2.4.1

Historical Perspective
Road Test Simulation (RTS) has been used in the product development

process since the early 1960’s. The first simulators are similar to what would
today be referred as four post simulators. These simulators were only capable of
achieving vertical displacements by using four servo-controlled hydraulic
actuators. The vehicle would be secured to the simulator by fastening each
wheel to one of the 4 wheel pans. The wheel pans are connected to the
hydraulic actuators, which are powered by a hydraulic system in the cell pit as
shown in Figure 2-4.

14
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Figure 2-4: Early Road Test Simulation
An early four post road test simulator from MTS
Systems Corporation is shown here. This particular
system was used for noise, vibration, and harshness
testing of automobiles
MTS [7]

As noted by Peticca [8], the first road simulators did not actually simulate
the road loads.

Instead the actuators were programmed to apply sinusoidal

constant amplitude loads into the vehicles.

Vehicles were sent out on the

proving grounds and the random loading experienced was reduced to a constant
amplitude test. This allowed the engineer to compare the failed part to StressLife (S-N) curves developed from previous test samples. The failed component
was then redesigned. This method was successful but amplitudes that were too
high or too low could result in inaccurate redesign.
Also used in the early days of RTS was a block cycle loadingtypeof test.
Load histograms were used to simulate the random nature of the road.

The

instrumented vehicle was driven through test roads and the measured data

15
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would be reduced to a load histogram.

This information was then used to

program the simulator for the durability tests.

This method was a slight

improvement because it came closer to approximation of actual customer usage.
The next advancement in RTS was the introduction of test schedules
obtained from actual proving ground roads. This process is used in modern road
test simulation. Studying customer usage and then correlating that usage to a
series of roads develops the test schedule. This process allows the engineer to
feel more comfortable about the simulation test being conducted since it is based
on actual proving ground roads. One of the tasks then, is to correlate the failures
found on the proving grounds with that found in the laboratory.
Peticca [8] also mentions that since the early simulators were of the fourpost variety, vertical forces and displacements were of primary concern.
Accelerometers were the transducer of choice for spindle measurements. The
vehicle was sent out on the proving ground roads after instrumentation was
completed and the data was obtained and stored on a FM magnetic tape
recorder.

This data was then analyzed for transducer failures or spikes.

If

nothing were found, the vehicle would be returned to the lab for preparation of
RTS. In order for simulation to be efficient, all non-damaging information needed
to be removed. This shortened the tests but made them more severe.
The acceleration data was then integrated twice to produce displacement
data, which became the “drive file”. This drive file was actually what controlled
the servo-controlled actuators. See Figure 2-5.

16
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ACTUATOR
LVDT
feedback

Figure 2-5: Actuator Control Loop Block Diagram
The Block diagram shown above outlines the control loop for one actuator in
Peticca [8]
a four post road test simulator.

The displacement of the actuators was measured by LVDT’s (Linear
Variable Displacement Transducers) which were used for feedback in the control
loop.

Limitations existed since the signals into the system were spindle

displacements while the signals out of the system were actuator displacements.
These two values are indeed very different because of wheel hop and tire
deflection.

The

assumption

that

spindle

displacements

and

actuator

displacements were equal in magnitude, limited the accuracy of the testing.
After the test was developed, the transducer signals from the lab and the
proving grounds were compared. Three items were reviewed:

17
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•

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots of the transducer signals were
compared to determine how well the power distribution matched. (This is a
plot in the frequency domain which determines signal concentration at
different frequency ranges.)

•

Time History signals were compared using oscilligraph recordings from the
lab and proving grounds

•

Compare the load histograms.
These comparisons were subjective and usually interpreted differently

depending on the test engineer. Yet, regardless of the outcome, very little could
be done. If the PSD of the lab results were higher in certain frequency ranges,
the magnetic tape recording could be processed through analog filtering circuits
that could suppress the amplitudes in those frequency ranges.

The outputs

would be recorded as the new command file. The opposite could be done when
the energy in a frequency range was too low. Usually this was examined prior to
test continuation.
2.4.2 Modern Day Road Test Simulation
MTS Systems Corporation introduced a testing method called Remote
Parameter Control (RPC®) in the mid-1970’s.

This technique is used to

accurately reproduce the load environment of specimen in the laboratory. This
software is combined with the servo-hydraulic system and uses field recorded
dynamic information about the test vehicle to calculate excitation signals for the
system actuators. MTS [9] helps explain the RPC® Process.

18
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2.4.3 Step 1 - Record Road or Service Data
The first step of the RTS process is to record the data that is to be
reproduced on the simulator.
conditions is required.

A general understanding of test vehicle driving

In other words, testing for a sports car would be

significantly different than testing for a vehicle with off-road capabilities.

The

vehicle is instrumented with a number of transducers that are designed to
measure the dynamics of the four spindles of the vehicles. The spindle is the
rotating part of the wheel bearing that holds the wheel to the suspension.
Examples

of transducers

are

accelerometers,

string

pots,

wheel

force

transducers, and linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT’s). Once the
transducers are selected, they are strategically installed on the vehicle. It is often
a good idea to have redundant transducers i.e. have backup transducers in case
one should malfunction or become damaged. It is also important to note that an
underdefined system, i.e. a system with fewer responses than are necessary to
develop drives, may produce a dangerous situation when attempting control. An
overdefined system can be controlled with the RPC® software.
After instrumentation is complete, the transducers are connected to a
MEGADAC recording unit that allows for data collection through Test Control
Software (TCS) for Windows program. A sample run should then be completed.
This “backyard” run is important to ensure signal integrity of the transducers and
correct polarities. Road Load Data Acquisition (RLDA) is then completed at the
proving grounds. The instrumented vehicle is shipped to the proving ground via
closed carrier.

Upon arrival, it is stored in the engineering lab until a

19
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representative for the test arrives. Prior to road load data acquisition, a few items
should be recorded:
•

Vehicle weight at each wheel

•

Fuel tank contents

•

Ballast mass and distribution

•

Instrumentation mass and distribution

•

Drivers and passengers

•

Weather conditions

•

Tire sizes and pressures
At that time, a driver is assigned to the project and the required roads are

driven and recorded. Several runs are recorded to be sure that anomalies are
not present in any run.

The vehicle is shipped back after the data has been

briefly reviewed to ensure there are no large problems.
2.4.4 Step #2 - Transfer, Analyze, and Edit Data
The goal of this second step is to arrive at a set of data that represents the
“desired responses”. The data is downloaded into RPC® format and is then
edited. Statistical and fatigue analysis tools are used to remove non-damaging
data.

There are times when only 20% of the events are kept while still

maintaining over 80% of the damage. This could save up to 75% of the time
required for testing.

Eliminating non-damaging events is the key to reducing

testing times while maintaining fidelity. Transducer drop-outs or spiking need to
be edited out of the data at this time.

20
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2.4.5 Step #3 - Measure the System Frequency Response Function (FRF)
Next the vehicle is installed onto the simulator and the transducers used to
measure the field data are connected to the RPC® computer. To reproduce the
field recorded data, information is needed about the test system and its influence
on the remote transducers. This is accomplished by measuring the “Frequency
Response Function” (FRF) which is a set of mathematical parameters that relate
the inputs of the system to the outputs. Excitation commands are provided to the
servo-hydraulic controller of the test system and receive responses from the
remote transducers.

The PID controller, the valve driver, the servo-valve, the

actuators, the closed loop control transducer, the control transducer conditioner,
the test fixture, the specimen, the transducers used for the original data
acquisition and the transducer conditioning are all the components of the test
system.
All of these components are modeled as one. RPC® intends to reproduce
the edited field data at the outputs by providing a set of inputs. The constraints
are simple: the data must be physically possible and there must be a relationship
between the inputs and outputs.

The FRF is measured experimentally and

begun by creating a random excitation signal whose frequency and amplitude
create a response similar to the field data. Two methods are used to excite the
system to measure the FRF. A channel by channel method sees the application
of the signal to a channel at a time and measures all the transducer responses.
The other excites all channels simultaneously.
either way.

An acceptable FRF is developed

Once the responses are gathered, the FRF is calculated. The file

21
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develops into a matrix where all the elements are complex variables (gain and
phase versus frequency). The columns of the matrix represent the inputs while
the rows represent the outputs. As a frequency dependent matrix, the FRF is
able to provide valuable information about the dynamics of the system. Sharp
rises are an indication of resonance and sharp dips of anti-resonance.
2.4.6 Step #4 - Estimating the Drive
The desired response that was determined in step #2 is convolved with
the FRF from step #3.

Convolution takes a time-varying signal and plays it

through the FRF mathematically. This drive signal is then stored on disk. Since
the FRF is only a linear approximation of the system, iterations are performed to
correct for the differences between the computer model and the actual system.
2.4.7 Step #5 - Iterations
The initial drive signal response is compared to the desired response.
The error between the two is calculated by subtracting one from the other point
by point.

That calculated error signal is convolved with the inverted FRF to

create a drive correction that is added to the last drive. This process is repeated
until the error is reduced to an acceptable level. At each iteration, using a gain
level scales the drive correction. This gain varies in magnitude but approaches 1
for linear systems.

In non-linear systems, the gains approach zero but typical

gains are between 0.4 and 0.6. See Figure 2-6 for a block diagram explaining
the iteration process.
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Figure 2-6: Block Diagram for the Iteration Process
The block diagram outlines the process of drive file development through the
Peticca [8]
iteration process.

2.4.8

Step #6 - Durability Testing
After the first steps are repeated for all road surfaces and a drive file has

been established for each road, the drives are put together to create a test. Each
road surface can be repeated any defined number of times and the combination
of these roads is called a pass. The durability test consists of a finite number of
passes.
2.5

A Simple Mathematical Model
A simple two input and two output system can be modeled as shown in

Figure 2-7. The following will describe a simple mathematical case of how the
remote parameter control system works.

It should be noted that the frequency

response function (FRF) is a linear estimate of the overall response of the
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system to the test inputs.

Vehicles and test systems exhibit a wide variety of

non-linear response behaviour thus iterations are introduced.

X1

x2

yi

H

y2

x1 and x2 are inputs
y1 and y2 are outputs
H is the model of the system
Figure 2-7: Multiple Input/Output System
A mathematical model is shown for a two
input and two output system. The
relationship of H inverse is outlined
below.

From the diagram above it can be stated, with the assumption of linearity, that:

Equation 2.1
where:

y

x
H

= outputs
= inputs
= system

Equation 2.2
where:

H

=

H 22

-H a
Equation 2.3
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Similarly, inverting Equation 2.4 produces:
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=

M
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L

Equation 2.5

X 2.

Limitations to Current Road Test Simulation
Even with the advances with the current Road Test Simulation process,

limitations still do exist which prevent the vehicle development cycles from
becoming further reduced.

Current simulator control is entirely vehicle

dependent thus creating a continuous need to collect road data which adds time
and cost. An effort has been made to secure a vehicle independent variable for
system control. Findings are discussed in Chapter #3.
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Chapter #3:
3.1

Effective Road Profile Control

Drive File Correction
Peticca [8] offered two theories on drive file correction which would allow

drive files developed for one type of suspension to be used on a vehicle with a
different type of suspension after the corrections were applied.

Referring to

Figure 3-1 leads into the development of a time based drive file correction theory.
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One Corner of a Four Post Road Test Simulator

Vehicle Tire

z s(t)
]«-Actuator and
wheel pan

Z(t)

z4(t)
Ground Reference

Figure 3-1: One Corner of a Four Post Road Test Simulator
The vehicle tire is shown to be situated above the actuator.

It can thus be shown that:

Z (0

Z 4(t ) + Z v(t)

Equation 3-1

where:
Z(t)
Z4(t)
Zs(t)

= spindle displacement with respect to the ground
= actuator displacement due to the drive file (four post)
= spindle displacement

Using the original vehicle suspension (subscript o), the relationship between the
spindle motion and the actuator motion can be described as:
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z„(0 = z4.„(0 +z„(0

Equation 3.2

For the second suspension (subscript n), the relationship thus becomes:

Z(!(0 -

Z 4,„ (t) + Z „ (t)

Equation 3.3

The assumption was made that Z4,n=Z4,0 which produced the following:

Zn

) + (%s,n ~ Z s,0)

Equation 3.4

This theory stated that the new suspension vertical displacement is equal to the
original suspension vertical displacement plus the difference in the spindle
displacement with respect to the wheel pan between the original suspension and
the new suspension.
Peticca [8] also worked through a second theory for drive file correction
which was frequency-based.
In work by Rui et al [10], effective road profile for vertical control is defined
as the vertical displacement at tire patch. Figure 3-2 shows this.
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Actual
Road Profile

Ground
tire

Figure 3-2: Effective Road Profile From Rui [10]
Note that the tire deflects to conform to the actual profile of the road. The
Rui et al [10]
deflection of the tire is shown as d(tire)

The equation below follows from Figure 3-2:

=

sp + a tire

Equation 3.5

Rui et al [10] explains that if two vehicles are sent out on a proving ground
road, the common variable they share is the road terrain the vehicles are driven
on. Rui et al [10] also states that since the tire makes contact with this terrain, a
perfect tire model would allow for the back-calculation of the road profile from
spindle responses. The limitation of the previous statement lies in the fact that a
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perfect tire model is not available. The next section will deal with tires and tire
models.
3.2

Tire Functions and Construction
In order to appreciate any type of tire model, it is beneficial to understand

the composition of tires, their function and how they are modeled.
3.2.1

The Function of a Tire
Tires perform many functions when it comes to automobiles.

Their

functions are listed below as per Nunney [11]
•

To support the weight of the vehicle and distribute it over the road surface.

•

Offer minimal rolling resistance thus reducing power absorption.

•

Provide cushioning from harsh road conditions.

•

Permit traction, steering, and braking on wet or dry surfaces

•

Allow the vehicle safe operation up to the maximum speed of the vehicle.

•

Provide quiet straight-ahead driving as well as cornering and braking without
squeal.

•

Provide an acceptable tread life under normal driving conditions.
To summarize the points listed above, tires support vehicles. It provides

cushion of air between the ground and the vehicle which makes it an excellent
tool to minimize the effects of small road imperfections which cause ride
discomfort.
3.2.2 Tire Construction
Tires have evolved into a complex structure of composite materials. The
stereotype would suggest that tires are made of rubber. This is partially true.
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Tires are made with rubber but may also consist of graphite, fiberglass, and/or
other fibrous materials which are combined to provide the tire with characteristics
that are far superior to rubber alone.

Cords are used to provide the tires the

strength they need while the rubber holds all the parts together while providing
flexibility for a comfortable and safe ride.
Essentially, all tires made for automobiles and trucks are radial tires. In
figure 3-3 below, it is obvious to see that the steel cords run in the radial direction
(across the width of the tire).

S IN G L E B O D Y PLY

STEEL CORDS

RADIAL TIRE
Figure 3-3: Radial Tire - Steel Cords
Steel cords are run in the radial direction thus the name “radial “ tire.
Nunney [11]

Belt wedges are then added to the body ply as shown in Figure 3-4. These are
strips of rubber located in the shoulder area that hold the belt edges flat against
the road and help bond the belts to the carcass.
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BELT W EDG ES
STEEL
CO RDS

SINGLE BODY PLY

RADIAL TIRE^
cy
Figure 3-4: Radial Tire - Belt Wedges
The Belt wedges are strips of rubber located in the shoulder
area of the tire.
Nunney [11]

Next, the different numbers of circumferential belts are applied to the tire as is
shown in Figure 3-5.

In the example below, there are three steel cord

circumferential belts. The top belt is designed from a more flexible steel cord
which helps protect the underlying belts against punctures. Radial tires get their
distinguishing

characteristics

based

on

the

number of

belts

and their

composition. A “touring” tire, for example, would have different construction than
a “high performance” tire.
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C IR C U M FE R E N T IA L BELTS

1

RADIAL TIRE

j

fjG g *

Figure 3-5: Radial Tire - Circumferential Belts
The circumferential belts help protect the tire from punctures and
abrasions.
Nunney [11 ]

Finally, the tire bead holds the tire onto the rim and keeps the air in the
tire. The tire bead is made from a build up of high tensile strength steel wire.
See Figure 3-6.
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TIRE BEAD

TIRE BEAD

RIM

RIM

RIM AND TIRE SEAL

Figure 3-6: Rim and Tire Seal
The tire bead is made up of steel wires that keep the air
from escaping the tire.
Nunney [11]

3.3

Tire Modeling
While the previous information has shown that the tire is a multi layered

object with modern refinements and property optimizations, Gillespie [12] is quick
to point out that a tire is a very complex nonlinear system which is difficult and
complex to quantify.

Numerous efforts have been made to model tires but for

the most part, they are all linear simplifications.
Sui et al [13] presented a circumferential integration radial spring (CIRS)
tire model. In this model, tire tread bending and nonlinear carcass bulging are
ignored. The tire elasticity is assumed by a series of linear springs around the
tire center. The deformed area, which is defined as the area between the road
profile and the tire undeformed envelope, is calculated from the deformation of
34
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each radial spring.

See Figure 3-7. According to this model, if the deformed

area of each spring could be calculated accurately, both the resultant force
magnitude and direction could also be calculated.

Equivalent area

Deformed area

Road profile

Equivalent plane

Figure 3-7: Radial Spring Tire Model
W ith the radial spring tire model, the tire elasticity is assumed by a series of linear
Sui et al [13]
springs around the tire center.

Similar triangles, as shown in Figure 3-8, are used to calculate radial
spring deformation.
The deformed area for one radial spring can be calculated as follows:

dA = ( rdr2 - —dr^)dd

Equation 3.6

and

dr2 =

dr.

Equation 3.7

Eo - E 1

where:
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dr-i
E0
Ei
dr2
r
d0

= trial spring deflection
= vertical difference between the ground profile and the spring end
before deflected
= vertical difference between the ground profile and the spring end
after the spring is deflected the trial value dr1
= spring deflection at which the linear interpolation predicts
intersection of the spring and ground surface
= tire radius
= angle between the two radialsprings

Wheel Center

Ground Profile

Figure 3-8: The Radial Spring Tire Model Visual Aid for Calculation
The determination of the radial spring deflection using similar triangles is shown in
Sui et al [13]
the figure.

The total deformed area is determined by summing all the radial spring
areas.

This method provides reasonable results for gradually changing road

surfaces but errors are introduced when large potholes or steps are introduced.
In situations where dn is large as shown in Figure 3-9 or where dn is small as in
Figure 3-10 the deformation of the spring is underestimated and overestimated
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Figure 3-10 the deformation of the spring is underestimated and
overestimated respectively.

Figure 3-9: Errors in the Spring Model - dr1 is too large
The spring deformation will be underestimated with a large d.
Sui et al [13]
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Step Ground
Profile

Figure 3-10: Errors in the Spring Model - dr1 is too small
The spring deformation will be overestimated with a small dr1.
Sui et al [13]

A similar tire model is presented by Kao [21] where the continual radial
spring model is used to define the contact patch.
Sui et al. [13] also refers to a Horizontal Integration Radial Spring (HIRS)
Tire Model. This model assumes that the deflection of each spring is not needed
to determine the magnitude of the resultant force. The area between the road
profile and the tire undeformed envelope is needed.

Horizontal integration is

used to determine the total deformed area. The direction of the force is assumed
to be determined by connecting the deformed area centroid to the tire center.
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Belluzzo et al. [18] provided a predictive tire model for the study of vertical
forces induced on a tire hub by road irregularities.

Their work studied

frequencies up to 250Hz. The footprint of the tire under load (the tire patch) is
modeled by a finite element calculation which divides the tire patch into small
blocks called “tasselli”. The aim of the model is to study how the tasselli react to
road irregularities individually.
Belluzzo et al [18] conduct experimentation with both a fixed rotating hub
and a moving rotating hub.
Other work has been completed by tire manufacturers and automotive
companies but for the most part, their models are either proprietary or are not
complete.

The emphasis on tire models is a preview into the Effective Road

Profile (ERP) control method for simulator control.
3.4

Effective Road Profile Control (ERP)
The limitations of Road Test Simulation have already been discussed.

Effective Road Profile Control (ERPC) is a patented test control process
developed by MTS Systems Corporation. This process can be used with existing
RTS equipment which makes it an attractive new technique.

The premise is

quite simple in that it provides simulation control based upon a virtual effective
road profile.

Rather than using vehicle-specific responses, the simulations are

based on generic road inputs. This eliminates the requirement of road load data
acquisition for each new vehicle.

Data that has already been collected for a

similar vehicle can be used which will significantly reduce time for vehicle
development.
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Measurement Vehicle Response

Test Vehicle Response

Proving Ground
Spindle Force • Veh B

Traditional Simulation Test
Spindle Force - Van B

CONTROL
PARAMETER

CONTROL ,
PARAMETER

ERPC Simulation Test
Spindle Force - Veh B

Effective Road Profile

w w vM
TIRE MODEL

iff
TIRE MODEL

Figure 3-11: Effective Road Profile Control
The figure above shows the differences between
traditional simulation testing and the effective road
profile control method. A tire model is required to
complete effective road profile control.
Fricke et al [14]

Figure 3-11 shows two different test vehicles and their responses from
proving ground testing. Inaccurate test vehicle responses will be generated for
vehicle B by using remote parameter control data from vehicle A.

ERPC,

however, matches the road input, not the vehicle responses.
Manufacturers are always looking at ways to save money. Reducing the
time required for vehicle development allows manufacturers to respond faster to
customer and market demands. ERPC may be the answer to test development
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time reduction. Effective Road Profile Control methodology stresses that vehicle
instrumentation requirements would be reduced.

Fricke et al. [15] coins the

phrase “bookshelf” data that can be used as soon as test prototypes become
available.

From a testing program standpoint, one vehicle measurement could

be used for an entire platform of vehicles, which implies fewer prototypes and
potentially enormous cost savings.

Figure 3-12 shows a very early prototype

vehicle.

Figure 3-12: Early Prototype Vehicle
The Effective Road Profile Control method claims that very early prototypes can be
tested even before they are road worthy for actual proving ground testing.
Fricke et al [14]

In order to experiment with effective road profile control, the following are
required:
•

Road Test Simulator
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•

A Wheel Force Transducer such as the Spinning Wheel Integrated Force
Transducer from MTS

•

MTS Tire Deflection Characterization System

•

ERPC Tire Modeling and Simulation Software
Fricke et al [15] explains that spindle coupled road test simulators have

been based on response simulation for years and many companies cater their
products to this method. The limitation of requiring vehicle specific responses
has forced users to instrument vehicles and collect road load data (RLD) for all
new vehicles. At times, if suspension components change, instrumentation and
RLD is required for the same vehicle with the different suspension.
Using road test simulators for road-profile matching is not easily achieved
as stated by Fricke et al. [15].

Characteristics explaining the relationship

between the road and the tire are difficult to understand. It should also be noted
that simulators use vehicle forces and displacements for system control. These
are not true road inputs.
The introduction of ERPC by MTS introduced a process which was
specifically developed so it could be used with traditional road test simulators. A
tire model is required to estimate the road input and this estimation is based on
measured vehicle responses previously recorded on the test roads. This roadprofile is then used as a control reference for later tests on similar vehicles.
Forward tire dynamics and inverse simulator/vehicle system dynamics are
combined for ERPC simulator control.

See Figure 3-13 which outlines the

process.
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Effective
Road Profile
Response

Spindle Dynamics
Inverse Tire Model

End of Iteration
Previous
Drive

YES
Effective
Road Profile
Response

Err < Tol ?

Corrected
Drive

NO
Forward model of tire and
Inverse model of New
Vehicle

Inverse Tire Model

Spindle
Dynamics

Calculate
Effective Road
Profile

Figure 3-13: Block Diagram of the Effective Road Profile Control Process
The block diagram above gives an understanding as to how the effective road
profile control process works.
Peticca [8]

When a vehicle has been installed on the simulator, a random signal is
generated and the transducer responses are captured. The effective road is then
predicted by using the responses along with the inverse of the tire model. The
effective road profile becomes the command to the iteration control loop. The
feedback from the control loop is also the effective road profile that is processed
from the spindle dynamics from within the control loop.

3.5

Effective Road Profile Control (ERPC) and Tire Model
Simulator response control uses linear models and the effective road

profile control method is no different.

In order to represent the missing tire

dynamics, a tire model is required. MTS Systems Corporation has developed a
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tire characterization system which is used to determine, from proprietary
numerical methods, the unique mass, stiffness, and damping parameters for
each new tire tested.

The tire is secured to a tire characterization rig which

introduces random amplitude and frequency inputs into the tire while it is
spinning. The response of the tire is recorded using a wheel force transducer.
The responses are then used in the RPC© Pro software package to approximate
modal mass, stiffness, and damping values required for the effective road profile
development.

i
sp

Tire
Perim eter

sp

M

Mtm

M Mtm

ERP

Figure 3-14: Two Degree of Freedom System:
The two degree of system shown above is used by MTS to develop the tire
characteristics used in the effective road profile control process.
Fricke [14]
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Fricke et al [15 ] stresses that the tire model is key to the effectiveness of
the ERPC process.

The model consists of a two degree of freedom system

shown in Figure 3-14.
3.5.1 Defining the Variables in the Tire Model
The tire model shown in Figure 3-14 consists of variables that need
defining.
Fsp
Ysp
M
K
C
M

m tm

Y

m tm

Y

erp

Ft

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

spindle force
spindle displacement
net spindle coupled mass
spring components of the tire model
damping components of the tire model
modal mass
modal mass displacement
effective road profile displacement
varying amplitude and frequency signal input into the tire

Equations of motion for the model can be found in Appendix D.

3.6

The Goals and Objectives of this Thesis
An attempt was made to develop a tire characterization unit for the

purpose of computing tire parameters (stiffness, K, damping, C, and modal mass,
Mmtm) using a tool within the RPC® Pro software. A tire test stand was designed,
fabricated and commissioned.

A process was then created to execute tests

which produced computed tire characteristics. The computed tire characteristics
were compared to a set of tire characteristics for the same tire that were
purchased from MTS Systems Corporation.

The computed tire characteristics

were then used to create vertical and longitudinal effective road profiles which
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again were compared to the effective road profiles developed from the purchased
tire characteristics. The procedure is outlined in the subsequent chapters.
3.7

Differentiating Between the Two Experiments
There are significant differences between the experimental rig provided by

the present project and those used by MTS. Firstly, the MTS tire characterization
unit allows for rotation of the tire during tire parameter identification. This aspect
was excluded by the present project in the interest of simplification. Secondly,
the introduction of lateral and longitudinal forces provided by the MTS rig will be
omitted in the present work. The differences between the results computed from
the present work and the results purchased from MTS will be analyzed with these
two important omissions in mind.
3.8

An Approximation of What to Expect
A simple analytical evaluation is provided below so that computed values

and purchased values can be compared to analytical numbers.
3.8.1 Stiffness Values
The stiffness can be approximated statically and dynamically. Statically,
the tire was pre-loaded with three distinct forces. The deflection of the tire was
measured for all cases and the stiffness was calculated based on the simple
relationship that a spring stiffness is directly proportional to the force induced and
inversely proportional to the deflection of the spring i.e.

K -

F

Equation 3-8

.X
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Table 3-1 shows the results of the three static pre-loads, their respective
deflections on the tire and a computed stiffness value.
Stiffness Approximations for the Test Tire
Pre-load
Value

Pre-load

Deflection Deflection

(Ibf)

Value
(N)

(in)

1203.5
1348.8
1610

5353.435
5999.762
JZ161.637

1.0204
1.10285
1.2335

Stiffness

Stiffness

(m)

(Ibf/in)

(N/m)

0.025918
0.028012
0.031331

1179.44
1223.01
1306.23

206551.51
214182.43
228580.65

Table 3-1 : Static Stiffness Values
The static tire stiffness values are computed for three
preload conditions.

Reimpell et al. [19] shows that tire stiffness values can range from
150,000 N/m to 250,000 N/m. The values computed above seem to be within the
acceptable range.
The dynamic stiffness is obtained by introducing a sinusoidal wave into
the tire and recording the force into the tire and the displacement of the tire. The
frequency is varied such that each second represents a change in frequency of
0.5 Hz. The following figures reveal the dynamic stiffness for different frequency
ranges.
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Figure 3-15: Dynamic Stiffness Values in the Low Frequency Range
The dynamic stiffness values vary from 1215 Ibf/in to 1380 Ibf/in. These values
correspond to the frequency range of 0-5Hz.

Figure 3-15 shows the dynamic stiffness values to range from 1215 Ibf/in
(212780 N/m) to 1380 Ibf/in (241675 N/m). These values are shown to be valid
from 0 to 5 Hz. (Recall that the frequency was varied so that 1 second increased
the frequency by 0.5 Hz.) Figure 3-16 explores the higher frequency ranges. It
can be seen that the stiffness at higher frequency have decreased slightly. This
is due to the fact that the transducer which measures tire deflection loses
accuracy at higher frequencies. Essentially, the dynamic stiffness should remain
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constant throughout the frequency range but this could be verified experimentally
in future work.
1 -0 9 _ 2 9 S ine S w e ep pt1 1 to 50 Hz 1 60 0 p re lo a d T rial 1 _ e g id io , 1, D yn am ic S tiffn e ss in Z direction
136U

1350

1340

1330

1320

1310

-C
I
.Q 1300
1290

1280

1270

1260

1250

1240
60.0

60.1

60.2

60.3

60.4

60.5

60.6

60.7

60.8

60.9

61.0

61.1

61.2

61.3

61.4

61.5

61.6

61.7

61.8

61.9

62.0

T im e (s e c s )

Figure 3-16: Dynamic Stiffness Values in the Higher Frequency Range
The dynamic stiffness values vary from 1248 Ibf/in to 1355 Ibf/in. These values
correspond to the frequency range of 30 to 31 Hz.

3.8.2 Modal Mass
Equation 3-9 can be used to approximate the modal mass of the system.

CO = I

Equation 3-9

M,M TM
The modal tire mass can be defined as an approximation of the mass of the tire
which is directly affected by the applied force. The natural frequency of the tire is
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required to compute modal tire mass.

If the frequency range in the present

project testing was large enough, a plot of force amplitude versus frequency
would provide with the natural frequency. The first peak on such a plot would
indicate the natural frequency of the system. A plot of force versus frequency for
one of the pre-load cases discussed earlier provides the following plot shown in
Figure 3-17.
39_29 S in e S w e e p pt1 1 to 50 Hz 1 6 0 0 p re lo a d T rial 1 _ ffl- (3 ,1) - (Fz,-) - (lbs,-)

1 .0 0 e 0 4

1 .0 0 e0 2

1.00e01

1 .OOeOO

£

1.00e-01

1 .00 e -0 2

1 .0 0 e-03

1 .0 0 e-04

t.0 0 e -0 5

F re q u e n cy [0.0, 49.771 Hz

Figure 3-17: Force Amplitude versus Frequency
The force applied to the tire versus frequency is plotted in hopes of obtaining a
natural frequency of the system. It seems that the frequency range was not large
enough since there appears to be no evidence of a resonant frequency.
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The results shown in Figure 3-17 are encouraging. Referring to a similar
plot in Clayton et al. [20], it can be seen that the shape of the graph up to 50 Hz
is similar to that found in Figure 3-17.
Further more, Clayton et al. [20], used the Craig-Bampton tire model
which assumes the hub is essentially fixed. The first modal frequency was found
at approximately 90 Hz in the vertical direction.
During their experimentation, Belluzzo et al [18], explained that the first
modal frequency of a typical tire is approximately between 60 and 75 Hz. With
this information, an approximation for modal mass is possible.
Table 3-2 below shows the range of possibilities for modal mass.
Modal Mass Approximation
Natural
Natural
Stiffness
Frequency Frequency
Value
(Hz)
60
60
75
75

(rad/s)
376.9911
376.9911
471.2389
471.2389

(N/m)
212780
241675
212780
241675

Modal Mass
Approximation

(kg)
1.497
1.700
0.958
1.088

Table 3-2: Modal Mass Approximation
The modal mass is approximated
using a range of frequencies and
stiffness values.

Essentially, the modal mass was calculated at the first natural frequencies
provided by Belluzzo [18], with the upper and lower limit dynamic stiffness values
provided in the low frequency range.
3.8.3 Damping
By assuming viscous damping, equation 3-10 can be used to approximate
the damping in the system.
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C

Equation 3-10

2£M MTMcot

The work of Ashokkumar et al. [20] which involved an effort to model a
one quarter car suspension with real parameter variation, assumed a damping
coefficient of between 0.25 and 0.30. The average value of these two, 0.275, will
be used. Results are summarized in Table 3-3.
Damping Approximations
Damping Modal Tire Frequency Frequency Damping
Coefficient
Mass
(rad/s)
(kg/s)
(Hz)
(kg)
0.275
0.275
0.275
0.275

0.958
1.088
1.497
1.7

75
75
60
60

471.2389
471.2389
376.9911
376.9911

248.2958
281.9894
310.3956
352.4867

Table 3-3: Damping Approximation
The damping is approximated using a
range of frequencies and modal tire
masses with constant damping
coefficient.

At this point, the approximations will be compared to the values purchased
from MTS Systems Corporation as a preliminary exercise to determine whether
the numbers purchased seem reasonable.
3.9

Comparison of Analytical and Purchased Tire Parameters
MTS Systems Corporation stresses that the values of K, C, and

M

m tm

are

representative of the model. MTS defines the purchased K as the total stiffness
of the spring elements in the tire model. By referring to Figure 3-14, it can be
assumed that the two K values in the model are equal. The purchased K value is
given as 2880 Ibf/in at the 12001b pre-load condition. The conversion to SI units
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results in an overall stiffness 504365 N/m. If we divide this in half, (252182 N/m)
we produce a value which is more in line with the analytical tire stiffness values.
The modal tire mass purchased from MTS Systems Corporation is equal
to 10.5 lbs.

The conversion to SI units results in a value of 4.76kg.

The

purchased value for modal tire mass is much larger than the analytical solution,
which on the high end, equals 1.70kg.

This might be attributed to a different

natural frequency used by MTS Systems Corporation in determining their modal
tire mass. If the overall stiffness value calculated earlier (504365 N/m) is used as
the numerator in the calculation, the modal mass becomes 3.55kg. Not knowing
how MTS calculates the parameters for their model poses problems in
determining correct and incorrect comparisons.
The purchased damping value for the 1200lbs pre-load equates to 109
kg/s. This value is approximately one third the damping provided by analytical
methods. This difference can either be attributed to the method used to solve the
damping analytically or perhaps attributed to the damping co-efficient used.
In general, when comparing the analytical values to the purchased values,
some level of correlation is found.

The experiment may proceed with a

knowledge that the values purchased from MTS Systems Corporation are
possible.
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Chapter #4:
4.1

The Tire Characterization Rig

Initial Thoughts
The design of the tire characterization stand began with an initial thought

of creating an entirely separate unit with its own hydraulic system. This relatively
advanced hydraulic system would include a hydraulic pump, electric motor, and
hoses connected to a single actuator.
controller to drive the system.

This unit would then require a servo-

A strong frame would have to encompass the

entire system which would allow for the securing of the tire to be tested.
Excessive costs eliminated the feasibility of this approach. It was then proposed
that the environment cell at the ARDC be used. This test cell is a four-post road
test simulator with the ability to vary the environmental conditions within the cell.
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Figure 4-1: Four Post Simulator at ARDC
The four post simulator at the Automotive Research and
Development Centre will be the setting for experimentation.

The four-post simulator has four corners (one for each wheel on a
vehicle). For the purpose of this project, only one corner was required. A corner
consists of a hydraulic actuator and control system topped off with a wheel pan.
Discussion with the Road Test Simulation Group at the ARDC clearly stated that
modification to the existing structural steel within the cell or cell pit was strictly
prohibited. The only option remaining led to the creation of a removable frame
that could be secured to the bed plates within the cell pit as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: The Bed Plate
The bed plate is the base which supports most of the
hydraulic components. This bed plate has slots which will
allow for securing of a frame.

The bed plate is a solid mass which supports the X-Y positioner system. It
consist of slots that can be used to secure a removable frame. A review of the
cell pit provided a reasonable comfort level that a frame could be designed and
installed around one of the hydraulic corners.

It was decided that the frame

should be built around the left-rear corner since it afforded the most room and
least number of obstacles for installation of a frame.
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4.2

Field Measuring and Design
After selection of the most accessible corner, field measurements were

taken to determine how to create a frame that would circumvent all the obstacles
and yet provide structural rigidity. Initial measurements led to a first iteration of a
secondary frame that would box around the hydraulic corner and would be
secured to the bedplates. Eight-inch “H” beam was used as the main structural
component. The properties of W8 X 18 are listed below in Table 4-1.

W 8 X 18 Steel Beam Info rmation
A

d

bf

tf

tw

lx

Sx

rx

'y

Sy

ry

in2
5.26

in
8.1

in
5.3

in
0.3

in
0.2

in4
62

in3
15

in
3.4

in4
8

in 3
3

in
1.2

Table 4-1: Steel Beam Properties
The W 8 X 18 steel beam was selected for the structure. The values in
the table were referenced from Amiss et al {16}

4.2.1 The Secondary Frame
The secondary frame was developed to serve as a solid base for the
primary frame. The secondary frame consists of ten W8 X 18 beams of different
lengths that are fastened together to form a solid box.

The beams are held

together with Grade 8 bolts.
The structure begins with two base beams. These two beams form the
base which secures to the bed plates. Holes were drilled in the flanges of the
beams to allow bolts to be inserted through the flange of the beam into the slots
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in the bed plates. Also of note, are the holes cut out of the middle of the web of
the base beams. Because of the location of the longitudinal motion drive screw,
one hole was cut into each of the base beams to allow for clearance of the drive
screw. Steel pipe was then fitted so that the screw would not catch on the web of
the beam. Four vertical supports then extend upwards from the base beams and
provide the support for the next level of horizontal beams. With respect to the
cell pit, the base beams run east west and the second level horizontal beams run
north south. These beams are also held together by the same structural bolts
discussed earlier. (None of the bolts are tightened at this time.) A third level of
horizontal beams takes the structure to the top of the cell pit. These beams had
to be cut to fit the tight area around the cell pit ceiling.

Finally, a rectangular

frame is secured to third level of horizontal beams in an effort to provide the
mounting base for the primary frame and to raise the completed secondary frame
to the level of the test cell floor. Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 show samples of the
secondary frame at the design stage.
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Figure 4-3: Side View of the Secondary Frame
The side view of the secondary fram e is shown here. The secondary frame
will be secured to the bed plates.
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RAME

JTt

0

=(■
Figure 4-4: Front View of the Secondary Frame
The front view of the secondary fram e is shown here. Of note is the drive screw
clearance hole. Also, the upper support beam was notched to allow for clearance
of the structural steel within the cell pit.
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Figure 4-5: Top View of the Secondary Frame
The top view of the secondary frame is shown in the figure. The voided area in
the center of the frame allows clearance for the hydraulic actuator. None of the
frame components come into direct contact with the hydraulic system.

4.2.2 The Primary Frame
The function of the primary frame is to provide a rigid support for the tire
so that minimal deflection is experienced during testing.

In order to determine

what the deflections might be, the following crude and simple model was created.
Figure 4-6 illustrates the model which will allow for deflection calculation at point
A in the figure. A moment is created by the applied force. This applied force
multiplied by the moment arm will provide the moment.
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18.625”
(473.075 mm)

Applied
Force

41.5”
(1054.1 mm)

Figure 4-6: Deflection Calculation Using a Model Simplification
The applied force to the tire creates a moment at point “A” over the distance of the
moment arm. That moment can be used to calculate the deflection at point “A”.
The goal is to minimize the deflection for better results.

Equation 4-1 describes the deflection of the vertical beam in the x
direction with an applied moment:

v

M L2

M AX ,X

= -------^

j —it

2EI

■—

a

a

Equation 4-1

where:
vmax

M
L
E
I

=
=
=
=
=

maximum deflection of the vertical beam
moment acting on the vertical beam
length of the vertical beam
modulus of elasticity
moment of inertia
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The deflection in the x and y directions was calculated with the results
shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. Sample calculations are available in Appendix A
for both directions.
Maxim m Deflection of the Vertical Beam Under Static Re-load Condtions
________________________ Irrperial Units______________________________________
Re-Load M x re rt Arm Moment Length of Modulus of Moment of
Deflection
Deflection
Bastidty
x- drection
Beam
Inertia
y-drection
(in4)
(in)
(lbs)
(in x lbs)
(in)
(ksi)
(in)
(in)
1200
1360
1600

18.625
18.625
18.625

22350
25143.75
29800

41.5
41.5
41.5

29000
29000
29000

0.01072
0.01206
0.01430

61.9
61.9
61.9

0.0048
0.0054
0.0064

Table 4-2: Maximum Deflection Summary for the Vertical Beam in Imperial Units
The maximum deflection was calculated based on the simplified model shown in
Figure 4-6. Standard units were used in this table summ ary

Maximum Deflection of the Vertical Beam Under Static Pre-load Conditions
__________________________ SI Units_________________________________________
Defledion
Moment of Deflection
Moment
Length of Modulus of
Pre-Load Moment Arm
y-direction
Inertia
x-direction
Beam
Bastidty
(N*mmf
(N/nrrrf)x1(f (mm4)x 1Cf
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(N)
5337.6
6004.8
7116.8

473.1
473.1
473.1

2.53
2.84
3.37

1054.1
1054.1
1054.1

2.00
2.00
2.00

25.8
25.8
25.8

0.272
0.306
0.363

0.12192
0.13716
0.16256

Table 4-3: Maximum Deflection Summary for the Vertical Beam in SI Units
The maximum deflection was calculated based on the simplified model shown in
Figure 4-6. SI units were used in this table summary
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With the calculation of deflection in the vertical beam being small, the design of
the primary frame continued. See Appendix A for a sample calculation.
The primary frame is described as the support structure which will rise
above the floor of the test cell and provide a mounting area for the tire.

The

frame consists to two vertical sections of H beam and two horizontal lengths of C
channel. Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show design stage illustrations of the primary
frame.

FR A M E

Figure 4-7: Side View of the Primary Frame
The side view of the primary frame includes the tire
securing fixture. This portion of the frame protrudes
upwards from the secondary frame.
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FRAME

HUB

Figure 4-8: Front View of the Primary Frame
The front view of the primary fram e is shown above. The tire securing fixture
and modified brake rotor are shown.
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Figure 4-9: Top View of the Primary Frame
The figure shows the top view of the primary frame and the tire securing
fixture. The primary frame acts as a base for the tire securing fixture. It is
fastened by using steel structural bolts.
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4.2.3 The Tire Securing Fixture
The tire securing fixture is perhaps the most important aspect of the entire
test rig. If the tire is not properly secured, the data gathered will be inaccurate
and of little value. Because of the requirement of the Spinning Wheel Integrated
Force Transducer (SWIFT™), a special rim was designed for securing the
transducer.

For installation onto a vehicle, a hub adapter is required which is

vehicle dependent. To summarize, the transducer is secured to the special rim.
The hub adapter is then secured to the transducer.

The tire, wheel, rim,

transducer, and hub adapter assembly is ready to be installed onto the vehicle
hub. Bearing this in mind, the decision was made to try and simulate a vehicle
corner so that the entire tire assembly can be easily mounted onto a hub. On a
typical vehicle, the hub is recessed into the steering knuckle which is connected
to the axle assembly.

Figure 4-10 shows the steering knuckle and where it

secures to the axle.
It should also be noted that during this testing, the tire does not rotate.
This condition varies from the tire characterization rig developed by MTS
Systems Corporation. The tire does rotate on the MTS rig.
The restriction on rotation was accomplished by machining the brake rotor
so that it can be pressed on to the tire securing fixture frame. Figure 5-19 shows
this. This simple, yet effective method of restricting rotation is critical because of
the wheel force transducer and software setup.

The force measurements will

only be measured if the transducer is setup for rotation or non-rotation.
Conditions in between will register incorrect data.
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Figure 4-10: The Steering Knuckle
The steering knuckle shown here is supported by the
axle assembly. The hub is then pressed into the
steering knuckle. The brake rotor fits over the hub
and then the wheel is installed.

Normally the drive shaft spins the wheel. This shaft runs through the hub.
The tire securing fixture consisted of a steel plate machined to house the hub
securely. Through the hub, a cut down driveshaft was fit. This modified drive
shaft was then secured into position by using several washers, nuts, and a cotter
pin. See the exploded view in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: The Exploded View of the Tire Securing Fixture
The exploded view of the tire securing fixture is shown here. From left to right the
figure is described. First is the machined steel plate that houses the hub. The
modified shaft is shown next. The shaft is pressed into the hub and bearing
assembly. The modified brake rotor slides over the hub. The shaft is secured by a
series of nuts, washers and a cotter pin. Also refer to Figure 5-15.

Beginning from left to right in the figure, a steel plate is shown which was
machined so as to house the hub and bearing. Second, a modified drive shaft is
shown cut down so that it will fit nicely within the confines of the tire securing
fixture. The hub is slid onto the shaft and ultimately fastened to the steel plate
and welded from the backside. The drive shaft is then secured by using, from left
to right, a washer, a nut, a wave washer, a retainer nut, and finally a cotter pin.
At this point, the entire frame can be assembled and shown as a
completed design in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: The Completed Rig
The primary and secondary frames are shown in the figure. Front and side views
are demonstrated.

4.3 The Fabrication Process
The steel, W8 X 18 H beam, was selected because of its strength but also
because of its availability. The secondary frame was fabricated first by cutting
the ten sections of beams to their correct lengths. The fastening holes were then
drilled by first using a !4” pilot drill bit. The holes were widened using the correct
size 13/16” drill bit.

All holes were drilled with a magnetic base drill.

As an

added element of strength, ribbing was added to all the areas where holes were
drilled. The ribbing process involved welding reinforcement plates to the flanges
and web around the fastening holes in an effort to “box” them in. The large hole
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to allow for the longitudinal drive screw to pass through, was cut out by using a
torch and was reinforced by welding a steel pipe to the web.
The primary frame essentially followed the same procedure. Two lengths
of “C” channel were used to provide a mounting area for the tire securing fixture.
Two slotted holes were drilled to allow for adjustment of the tire securing fixture
when it was installed.
The tire securing fixture required more thought and skilled labour.

As

discussed previously in this chapter, the goal was to simulate the hub being
connected to a steering knuckle. Measurements were taken of the hub bearing
diameter.

Steel plates were machined to allow for a press fit of the hub.

Separately, the drive shaft was cut down and installed onto the hub. With the
hub and drive shaft assembly completed, the assembly could be mounted to the
machined steel plates. Fasteners secured the entire assembly.
At this point, all the individual components were completed and the rig
installation could be completed. The rig installation is outlined in Chapter #5.
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Chapter #5:
5.1

The Test Preparation Procedure

The Installation of the Frame
The following procedure outlines the frame installation.

1. The wheel base and rear track for the vehicle must be set to 133” and 65.5”
respectively. At this position, the frame can be installed more easily. The
PanelView© shown below in Figure 5-1 was used to control the hydraulic
motor which allows the user to modify track width and wheel base.

The

PanelView© is a touch screen interface which is easy to use. It is suggested
that a second person be inside the cell pit to witness the moving of the bases
in case issues should arise.
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Figure 5-1: PanelView©
The PanelView© is a touch screen interface
which allows the user to alter the wheel base and
track for the rig “corners” . The ability to alter
these measurements allows for different vehicles
to be installed. The measurements for the
present project allowed for the most clearance for
rig installation.

2. The next step involves physical contact with the cell thus locking out of the
equipment is required. The disconnect shown in the figure below was opened
and personal locks were installed as per Industrial Safety Policies.

See

Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: The Electrical Control Panel
In order to complete any type of work on
equipment, the electrical control panel must
be locked out. This prevents accidental
equipment startup which could result in
serious injury. The disconnect was opened
and personal locks were installed.

3. Following the panel lockout, the removal of components begins in the cell.
Eight socket head cap screws secure the pan to the actuator. Removal of the
fasteners allowed for removal of the wheel pan as shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Wheel pan Removal
Several socket head cap screws were
removed to allow for the wheel pan to be
separated from the hydraulic actuator.

4. Four large bolts secure the floating plate to the top of the actuator. Figure
5-4 shows the bolts and the center plate removed.

Figure 5-4: Removal of Center Plate
The center plate is removed thus giving
access to the actuator.
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5. The remaining floating floor was then removed which provided complete
access to the cell pit below and the hydraulic actuator. At this point in time,
safety precautions were required because of the large opening into the pit
below. Caution tape was used to keep unauthorized personnel away from the
area. The floating floor removal required the use of an industrial lift truck.
This required careful maneuvering due to the limited space available.

Figure

5-5 shows the removal of the floor and the tightness to the wall.

Figure 5-5: Removing of the Floating Floor
The floating floor was secured to the
industrial lift truck using chains and the forks
of the lift truck. The floor was removed and
placed outside the cell.

6. At this point, the work above is completed and the effort must be
concentrated in the cell pit. A long screw is used to drive the hydraulic bases
during wheel base adjustments.

This screw is fixed on either end by a

bracket. The brackets were removed to allow for the installation of the two
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base beams for the secondary frame. Figure 5-6 shows the removal of the
large nut and the socket head caps screws which secure the bracket to the
bed plates.

Figure 5-6: Screw Bracket Removal
The longitudinal motion screw is supported
on either end by a bracket and nut. These
were removed to allow for beam installation

7. Positive stops are secured to the bed plates to restrict travel of the hydraulic
bases in case of an emergency. Those stops were removed.
8. The bottom support beams were installed at this point. See Figure 5-7. The
base beams are secured to the bed plates by threading bolts through the
flange of the beam (holes were pre-drilled) into the slots and securing them
by using nuts.
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Figure 5-7: Base Beam Installation
The two base beams are installed after the
screw brackets are removed. The beams are
installed and secured into place by

9. The screw support bracket was reinstalled as shown in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-8: Screw Bracket Reinstallation
The screw brackets were reinstalled. This
figure shows some of the obstacles
encountered during the installation procedure.
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10. The vertical beams and second tier horizontal beams were then installed.
Figure 5-9 shows the frame from the cell pit floor.

Figure 5-9: Vertical Beams and Second Tier
Horizontal Beams Installed
The frame is near completion with the
installation of the vertical beams and the
second tier horizontal beams.

11 .The hydraulic motor that controls the north-south travel of the hydraulic bases
(wheel base positioning) provides an unavoidable obstacle during the frame
installation. The hydraulic motor must be removed. The supply and return
lines were disconnected and the two ports were capped. The hydraulic motor
was then removed from its base. See Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Hydraulic Motor Removal
The hydraulic motor controls the wheel base
movements. It is an unavoidable obstacle
that must be removed. The hydraulic inlet
and outlet are capped.

12.Two east-west horizontal beams were installed. The installation of these two
pieces brought the frame to the top of the cell pit. The east-west beams had
to be modified to allow for clearance of the main structural steel for the cell.
Figure 5-11 shows the completed framework from the cell pit.
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Figure 5-11: Frame Work Completed in the Pit
At this stage, the rough frame work in the
pit is completed. The final part of the
secondary frame will be installed from
within the cell testing area.

13. A rectangular base was created as part of the secondary frame to allow for
easy installation of the primary frame. The base was installed from within the
cell.

Figure 5-12 illustrates the completed frame from above the cell pit.

£

Figure 5-12: Secondary Frame Completed
With the installation of the final rectangular
section, the secondary frame is complete.
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14. The primary frame consists of two vertical beams and one horizontal
mounting plate. See Figure 5-13.

Figure 5-13: The Primary Frame
The primary frame shown here also
includes the final rectangular piece of the
secondary frame.

15.The primary frame was installed onto the rectangular base from the
secondary frame. This completes the frame installations. All fasteners were
tightened.

Figure 5-14 shows the primary and secondary frames both

completed. The regular tire was installed as a visual aid but takes no part in
this test. Note the large access areas into the cell pit cause by the removal of
the floating floor. Temporary floor sections were placed in the area to prevent
unsafe conditions. The tire securing fixture was installed to allow for the tire
to be installed on the test stand. Figure 5-15 shows the tire securing fixture.
Finally the wheel pan was reinstalled.
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Figure 5-14: The Completed Test Stand
The completed test stand is shown. The
regular tire is installed for visual purposes
only.

Figure 5-15: The Tire Securing Fixture
The tire securing fixture is the key to the
success of the test. It must hold the tire
securely while preventing rotation at the
same time.
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5.2 SWIFT™ Transducer Setup
The next series of steps requires the setup of the SWIFT™ transducers.
This requires a modified rim and a hub adapter. The hub adapter attaches to the
inner diameter of the transducer. The transducer can then be secured to the
modified rim. The table below outlines the fasteners required for the SWIFT™
setup. Appendix B provides more information on SWIFT™ Transducers.

SWI FT™ T ransducer Fasteners
Quantity

Fastener Description

Purpose of the Fastener

M5 X 0.75 X 20 mm

"Horseshoe" to SWI FTIM Transducer

8

M 10X 1 .5 X 6 5 mm

Hub Adapter to SWIFT™ Transducer

24

M 8X 1 .5 X 5 0 mm

Hub Adapter to SWIFT™ Transducer

4

M 10X 1 .5 X 5 0 mm

SWIFT™ to Modified Rim

24

Table 5-1: Fasteners Required for Wheel Force Transducer
The fasteners are required to secure the hub adapter
and wheel force transducer to the modified rim.
Appendix B provides torque information and pattern.

16. The tire was mounted to the modified rim and was inflated to 34psi.

This is

shown in Figure 5-16.
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Figure 5-16: The Tire and Modified Rim
The tire is secured to the modified rim and
inflated to 34 psi.

Note that the modified rim has holes around the inner diameter. These holes are
in place to allow for the SWIFT™ transducer to be fastened to the rim.

The

SWIFT™ transducer is secured to the rim using the torque pattern and values
listed in Appendix B. Figure 5-17 shows a SWIFT™ Transducer.

Figure 5-17: The SWIFT™ Transducer
The transducer is shown in the
figure. The spider was not used in
the present project.
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17.The hub adapter was installed to the SWIFT™. Figure 5-18 shows this.
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Figure 5-18: Hub Adapter Installation
The hub adapter is secured to the SWIFT™
transducer. The back of the SWIFT™ can
be seen in this figure.

18.The wheel and SWIFT™ assembly then needs to be installed onto the tiresecuring fixture.

However, the modified brake rotor was installed first. As

was previously mentioned, this modified rotor was machined so that it would
slide over the frame of the tire-securing fixture.
rotation from the tire.

This would prevent any

Figure 5-19 shows the right side of the rotor is

machined on the reverse side.

These slots are deep enough to create a

“catch-point” with the frame of the tire-securing fixture that prevents tire
rotation.
Figure 5-20 shows the installation of the test equipment onto the rig.
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:

Figure 5-19: Modified Brake Rotor
The brake rotor was modified by removing
material from the rotor so that it could be
pressed into the fram e of the tire securing
tire and restrict rotation of the tire.

Figure 5-20: Tire and SWIFT™ Assembly Mounted
The tire and SWIFT™ assembly is mounted
and the slip ring (horseshoe) was installed.
The cable was run to the transducer
interface box.
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The wheel and SWIFT™ assembly was secured to the tire-securing fixture as
shown in Figure 5-20 by using modified lug nuts.

These lugs nuts were

machined down due to a lack of room between the SWIFT™ and the hub. Also,
a modified tool was used to torque the nuts to the desired torque value as shown
in Figure 5-21.

Figure 5-21: Lug Nuts and Special Tool
The lug nuts were machined down due to
the lack of clearance between the SWIFT™
and the hub.

19. At this time, the safety locks were removed from the electrical panel and the
hydraulic pump and motor was started. The actuator was raised to its at rest
position and the wheel and SWIFT™ assembly was positioned so that it
barely touched the wheel pan. The tire-securing fixture was then tightened to
the primary frame to prevent any movement.

Once the position was

determined, the pumps were turned back off and the electrical panel was
locked out again.
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5.3

The Computer Hardware Setup
The Megadac Data Collecting Equipment is the chassis required for data

acquisition. The system was setup with one AD694SH data collection card. This
card is used to collect SWIFT™ transducer data as well as actuator displacement
data. The computer hardware setup is graphically displayed in Figure 5-22.

T est Tire
Signal Cable from
actuator LV D T to
498 C ontroller

W heel Force Transducer

P ow er Supply
for TI box

C able from SW IFT Transducer
to the Transducer Interface Box

Cables from the Megadac
representing the Fx, Fy, &
Fz values to 498 Controller

Transducer Interface Box
(TIB ox)

Data Cable

C ables from the
TI Box to the
M egadac

Megadac
Lap Top
Computer with
TCS for Windows
C able from M egadac to the Laptop

Figure 5-22: Computer Hardware Setup
The figure above shows how the computer hardware was setup.
The elements are connected as shown.

The figure can be summarized as follows:
•

The SWIFT™ Transducer is connected to the test tire which processes the
force data.
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•

The TI Box is connected to the SWIFT™ Transducer and receives signals
and then sends them to the Megadac Computer and through to the lap top
computer.

•

Cables from the Megadac are routed to the 498 Controller which sends the
data to the RPC®

Computer.

A signal cable from the actuator is also

connected to the 498 controller which provides the actuator displacement.
•

Power supplies are required for the Megadac, the TI Box and the lap top
computer.
The completed computer hardware setup can be seen in Figure 5-23.

Figure 5-23: Actual Computer Setup
All the components were placed on a table for organizational
purposes. The testing fixture can be seen on the far right.
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5.4

The Computer Software Setup

5.4.1

Remote Parameter Control (RPC®) PRO Software Setup
The application software known as RPC® Pro was developed by MTS

Systems Corporation to perform simulation testing by using Remote Parameter
Control technology. The software must be set up properly to ensure valid results.
The first step required the creation of a workspace and selecting a
template. The template selected followed a four-post simulator model. Next, the
“Setup Pro” application is used to configure the test, select the test controller,
and configure the drive, response, and computed channels for the test.
The first screen in the Setup Pro Application is shown below in Figure
5-24.
I Setup Pro - EM - 4 Poster Setup
£Ue Iools

help

; Frequency Information
; Sample Rate (Hz) j 409.6

jj [ ]

Nyquist (Hz) |204 8

|

Impulse Response (sec) [z 5

jj]

Delta F (Hz) [Q.2

|

Frame Size (pts) [2048

Channel Information
Station Drive Channels

{Station j^rrvei

Jj
Jj
x]

Station Response Channels

jl

T

Station Response

Channel
Descriptor
|V ert Displacement

j

Full !
Scale |
8.00:

f^ ]

[4

Computed Response
Units
Inch

Upper
;
Limit FS
101.00

%

Computed Response Channels

j

£vent Action

Upper
Lower
On
Limit
Limit FS
8.08 !r
-101.00

%

f

Jl

[jjjjf]

Eatia Header Data

Lower '
On
Limit
-8.08

r

r
I Controller: CCASC3

i Station: STATION.!

Figure 5-24: RPC® Pro Setup Application
The figure shows the frequency information and channel information for
the present project.
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Referring to the frequency information at the top of Figure 5-24, the
number of points per second defines the sample rate. The sampling rate is an
independent variable, but it is commonly chosen as 409.6 Hz, which is
sufficiently high for virtually all RTS related work. The Nyquist frequency is onehalf of the sampling rate and thus equal 204.8.

The impulse response is

essentially one half of the frame length in seconds. Specifying this value sets the
other two dependent variables which are the frame size (in points or number of
samples) and the frequency resolution (or delta F) in hertz. Note that the 2048
point frame size is the frame length times the number of samples per second and
delta F is the reciprocal of the frame length.

r-inra

Setup Pro - EM - 4 Poster Setup
£ile Iools Help
Frequency Information
Sample Rate (Hz) 1409.6

j ]

Nyquist (Hz) |204.8

|

Impulse Response (sec) [2 5

Delta F (Hz) |Q.2

|

Frame Size (pts) |2Q48

Channel Information
Station Drive Channels

Jl

Station ^rive

f^ |

|

Station
Channel

[Station R espo n s e ! f
Channel
Descriptor

Fx

Fy

Jj
*]

Station Response Channels

Fz
Vertical Displ

Full
Scale
10104.00
7803.00
10104.00

8.00

Jl

f^ ]

Computed Response

Units
lbs
lbs
lbs
inches

Upper
Limit % FS
49.49
44.85
49.49

100.00

Confuted Response Channels

j

Upper
limit

Event Action
Lower
On: Limit % FS

5000.00 P
3500.00 P
5000.00117

8.00P

•49.49
•44.85
-49.49
-100.00

Lower
Limit

J

jl

E^tra Header Data

On

•5000.00 P
•3500.00.P
•5000.00 :P
-8.00 P

■r
( Controller: CCASC3

: Station: STATION 1

Figure 5-25: Station Response Channels
The response channels are defined as the three SWIFT™ responses and
the one actuator displacement response.
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The station responses were set to four. Figure 5-25 shows the channels.
The calculated response is defined as 12.625 inches (the distance from the
spindle center to the wheel pan when it is just touching the tire) less the response
channel 4 which is the actuator displacement.

This value refers to the radial

displacement. The Figure 5-26 shows this.
'< S e tu p P fo - EM - 4 P o ster S e tup
£ile

lo o k

Help

Frequency InformationSample Rate (Hz] j 409.6

2

Nyquist (Hz) |204.8

|

Impulse Response (sec) [ 2 5

21

Delta F (Hz) |0.2

|

Frame Size (pts) |2Q48

Channel Information
I

Station Drive Channels

Jl

Station Rrive
Computed
Channel

_*J
Jtl
*j

H

[

Station Response Channels

Station Response

Description
Radial Displacement

j

14

Co mp u t e d Response!

Units
inches

j

Jl

Computed Response Channels

~£vent Action

J

Efltra Header Data

Computed Channel Expression

1

12.625(4)

... 1

; Controller: CCASC3

d

; Station: STATI0N_1

Figure 5-26: Computed Response
The computed response is called the radial displacement. The radial distance
from spindle center to wheel pan was recorded. The actuator displacement was
then subtracted from the value of 12.625 inches to produce the computed
response of radial displacement.

At this time, RPC® Pro is ready to begin testing. The next step requires
the setup of the Test Control Software (TCS) for Windows.
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5.4.2 Test Control Software (TCS) for Windows Setup
TCS for Windows is a database management package which defines,
records, reviews and presents acquired data results. The software package is
used in conjunction with the Megadac data acquisition and signal conditioning
chassis.

It contains input cards to measure digital and analog voltage signals

from sensors and transducers. The Megadac includes a map which defines the
types of input cards plugged in as part of the hardware configuration.
The TCS for Windows test setup procedure is outlined below.
1. Figure 5-27 shows the first step in setting up TCS for Windows.
j TCSlorW
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Figure 5-27: Total Control System (TCS) for Windows
The first screen in TCS for Windows requires the user to input the acquisition
recording requirements.
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The figure shows that the Scans Per Second was valued at 409.6. This
value represents the number of measurements per channel per second.

The

programmable 8-Pole Filter Frequency value is based on the input card being
used. The “Recording Initialization and Termination” area gives several different
items to chose from. Pre-trigger and Post-trigger times are not applicable for this
project so they were left at zero.

Starting and stopping of recordings are

controlled by a CPU Function key for the application of this project. Within the
Recording Method subtitle, the time domain method is chosen for the data format
option. The data is recorded to the Megadac Ram. The data is archived after
the test to the host computer.
2. The sensors were chosen from the global sensor library. See Figure 5-28.
For the purpose of this thesis, only the three force values recorded from the
SWIFT™ transducer will be used. During data acquisition of larger projects,
the Global Sensor Library is used as a tool for preparing tests.
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Figure 5-28: Global Sensor Library
The three force channels from the SWIFT transducer are being used for the
present project.

3. The next step involves assigning tags and definitions to the required sensors.
Figure 5-29 shows the three sensor channels defined.
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Figure 5-29: Sensor and Channel Definitions
The three transducer channels are defined.

A test screen is provided by TCS for Windows which allows the test
creator to review his sensor selections and tag definitions. If a problem exists,
errors will appear. As shown in Figure 5-30, no errors were present.
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Figure 5-30: System Check
The system shows that no errors are present.

At this point, the computer hardware and software are ready for testing to
begin. Chapter #6 details the testing procedure and results.
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Chapter #6

Testing Procedure and Results

Chapter #5 outlined the procedure for frame setup and computer
hardware and software setup. Chapter #6 will provide the testing procedure and
results.

6.1

Pretest Preparation
After the completion of the Chapter 5 setup, the system is ready for

testing. The hydraulic pumps and motors were turned on and allowed to run for
several minutes for the oil to warm up.
Since only the left rear corner of the simulator was being used, all setpoint
values on the 458.1 Micro-console were set to zero except for the left rear
corner. This ensured that only the corner in use would execute the loaded drive
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files.

Figure 6-1 shows the 498 Automated Site Controller which consists of a

458.1 Micro-console and a 458.01 Expansion Micro-console.

Figure 6-1: The 498 Automated Site Controller
The controller shown in the figure allows the user to set preferences and run
tests for the four post simulator.

Low hydraulic pressure was enabled on the 458.1 Micro-console.

This

provided hydraulic power to the actuators. The master set point on the 458.01
Expansion Chassis was raised to 100%. Figure 6-2 shows the wheel pan raised
to engage the tire. At this point, high system hydraulic pressure was enabled.
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Figure 6-2: The Test Rig Ready
As can be seen by the figure, the wheel pan is raised so that it makes
contact with the bottom of the tire.

6.2

The Testing Procedure
The test tire had previously been characterized by MTS Systems

Corporation using one of their test rigs.
damping (C), and modal mass

( M Mt m )

The resulting data for stiffness (K),

were purchased from MTS.

(From this

point on, the purchased tire characteristics will be referred to as the control
values.) Pre-load values of 1200lbs, 1350lbs, and 1600lbs were duplicated for
the present project in computing tire parameters. Table 6-1 shows the control
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results from MTS. These pre-loads are a measure of approximate vehicle corner
weights at different payloads.
Control Tire Parameters from MTS Systems Corporation
Tire Description
P235_65R17
P235_65R17
P235_65R17

Air Pressure

Preload

(psi)
34
34
34

lbs
1200
1350
1600

K

C

Ibf/in

lbf-s/in

2.88E+03
2.95E+03
3.02E+03

M mtm
Ibf-s^/in
2.72E-02
2.77E-02
2.83E-02

6.25E-01
6.42E-01
6.66E-01

Table 6-1: Control Tire Characteristics
Tire characteristics purchased from MTS Systems Corporation will be used as
the control values for comparison with the results from the present work.

Testing was conducted under the three pre-loads given in Table 6-1. In
order to achieve the pre-loads, the set-point value on the left rear corner was
adjusted from the 458.01 Micro-console. Simply put, the adjustments of the set
point raised or lowered the actuator into the fixed tire. By monitoring the TCS for
Windows value from the SWIFT transducer for z-load, the pre-loads can be set.
The pre-loads produced initial tire deflections of 1.12”, 1.20”, and 1.30” for the
pre-loads of 1200lbs, 1350lbs, and 1600lbs respectively.

The following

procedure is common for all pre-loads thus it will only be discussed once.

6.2.1

Determination of Drive Files
In order to create tire characteristics, a response time history of the tire is

required. To produce these tire response files, a drive file from the actuator into
the tire is required. Sinusoidal drive files were selected to be used.
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6.2.2 Creating Sinusoidal Drive Files
The sine wave generation tool within RPC Pro can produce a variety of
sine waveforms. This tool was used to create several wave modes with varying
frequencies and amplitudes. Figure 6-3 shows the Sine Wave Generation tool.

Sine Wave Generation - Generate various sine waveforms

&

_xj
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OE
u rsr

Jime History Name: j09_29 Sine Dwell pt2 5 Hz 120 cycles

Cancel
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C*
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Sine Stgp
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initial Dead Time:

J

0
0

Figure 6-3: Sine Wave Generator
This tool in RPC® Pro is used to create sine wave drive files of differing
amplitudes and frequencies.

The tool was used to create drive files with the frequencies and
amplitudes listed in Table 6-2.
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Sine Wave Generator - Drive File Development
Type of Sinusoidal Wave

Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine

Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Dwell
Dwell
Dwell

Starting
Amplitude
(in)
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.5

Start
End
Amplitude Frequency Frequency
(in)
(Hz)
(Hz)

Rate of
Change
(Hz/s)

1
1
1
1
1
2
5
5
10

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
1/f
0.1
0.2
0.5

50
50
50
50
50
50
5
5
10

Table 6-2: Sine Wave Generator
Varying amplitudes and frequency ranges were experimented with.
Those values are listed in the table above.

At this point, it was determined that the value of using sine dwell signals
would be minimal due to the constant frequency requirement of that kind of
signal.

Concentration of work was shifted exclusively to sine sweeps that

allowed for testing through a predefined frequency range. The drive files were
run and the tire responses were collected for all three pre-loads. It should be
noted that the first frequency mode of the average tire is approximately 60Hz.
With this in mind, the maximum frequency was limited to 50Hz.
Table 6-3 shows the drive files and their corresponding response files. Drive files
were run for each pre-load. Tire pressure was checked for stability between each
run. his is a major variable in determining tire dynamics.
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Drive Files and The Corresponding Response Files
Drive File

Response Files Generated

09_28 Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50Hz

09_28 Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50Hz 1200 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50Hz 1350 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50Hz 1600 preload

09_28 Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50Hz

09_28 Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50Hz 1200 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50Hz 1350 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50Hz 1600 preload

09_28 Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50Hz

09_28 Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50Hz 1200 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50Hz 1350 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50Hz 1600 preload

09_28 Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50Hz

09_28 Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50Hz 1200 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50Hz 1350 preload
09_28 Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50Hz 1600 preload

09_28 Sine Sweep Variable pt5 1 to 50Hz 1 over f 09_28 Sine Sweep Variable pt5 1 to 50Hz 1200 preload 1 over f
09_28 Sine Sweep Variable pt5 1 to 50Hz 1350 preload 1 over f
09 28 Sine Sweep Variable Dt5 1 to 50Hz 1600 preload 1 over f

Table 6-3: Drive and Response Files
Five drive files were used to create fifteen response files with
varying pre-loads.

6.2.3 The ERP Tire Parameter Identification Tool
At this point in time, the ERP Tire Parameter Identification tool is required.
The tool uses a tire response file derived from a tire test stand test and calculates
tire model parameters (K, C,

M Mtm )-

Figure 6.4 shows the tool. The equations of

motion from the tire model shown in Figure 3-13 are solved to approximate the
values of characteristic stiffness of the spring elements in the tire model, the
characteristic damping coefficient of the damper elements in the tire model and
the modal mass. The tool also calculates the net spindle coupled mass which
will be discussed in subsequent pages.
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ERP Tire P aram eter Id en tific a tio n - Calculate Tire Param eters
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Figure 6-4: The ERP Tire Identification Tool
This tool in RPC® Pro computed values for stiffness, damping,
and modal mass of a tire based on radial displacement values
and vertical load values.

Inputting the time history is the first step in using this tool. Any of the tire
response files could be entered at this stage. The radial displacement channel
requested represents the distance from the spindle center to the wheel-pan. The
radial force channel is represented by the z-load from the SWIFT transducer. All
the tire response files were entered into the tire parameter identification tool with
the results shown in Table 6-4, Table 6-5, and Table 6-6.
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Computed Stiffness Versus Control Stiffness
Response File Input into
the RPC® Pro Tool for
Tire Characterization

Pre-Load
Value
(lbs)

Pre-Load
Value

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

Computed
K
N/mm

Control
K
Ibf/in

Control
K
N/mm

%
Difference

(N)

Computed
K
Ibf/in

1200
1200
1200
1200

5337.87
5337.87
5337.87
5337.87

4.45E+03
4.31 E+03
4.18E+03
-4.11 E+03

779.314416
754.796659
732.03017
-719.77129

2.88E+03
2.88E+03
2.88E+03
2.88E+03

504.3744
504.3744
504.3744
504.3744

54.5%
49.7%
45.1%
242.7%

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1350
1350
1350
1350

6005.1
6005.1
6005.1
6005.1

4.40E+03
4.41 E+03
4.25E+03
4.19E+03

770.558074
772.309342
744.289049
733.781439

2.95E+03
2.95E+03
2.95E+03
2.95E+03

516.6335
516.6335
516.6335
516.6335

49.2%
49.5%
44.1%
42.0%

Sine Sweep pt051 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1600
1600
1600
1600

7117.15
7117.15
7117.15
7117.15

4.62E+03
4.33E+03
4.28E+03
4.08E+03

809.085978
758.299196
749.542854
714.517487

3.02E+03
3.02E+-03
3.02E+03
3.02E+03

528.8926
528.8926
528.8926
528.8926

53.0%
43.4%
41.7%
35.1%

Table 6-4: Computed Stiffness Versus Control Stiffness

The stiffness values for several response files were computed. The values obtained
are compared to the control values and the percentage difference is shown.

Computed Damping Versus Control Damping
Pre-Load
Value
(lbs)

Pre-Load
Value
(N)

Computed
C
lbf s / in

Computed
C
N s/m m

Control
C
lbf s / in

Control
C
N s/mm

%
Difference

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1200
1200
1200
1200

5337.87
5337.87
5337.87
5337.87

2.54E-02
5.78E-01
1.18E-02
-9.65E+00

4.45E-03
1.01E-01
2.07E-03
-1.69E+00

6.25E-01
6.25E-01
6.25E-01
6.25E-01

1.09E-01
1.09E-01
1.09E-01
1.09E-01

95.9%
7.5%
98.1%
1644.0%

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1350
1350
1350
1350

6005.1
6005.1
6005.1
6005.1

1.11E+00
4.78E-01
1.22E-02
1.12E-02

1.94E-01
8.37E-02
2.14E-03
1.96E-03

6.42E-01
6.42E-01
6.42E-01
6.42E-01

1.12E-01
1.12E-01
1.12E-01
1.12E-01

72.9%
25.5%
98.1%
98.3%

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt251 to 50 Hz

1600
1600
1600
1600

7117.15
7117.15
7117.15
7117.15

1.59E+00
5.92E-01
1.15E-02
1.15E-02

2.78E-01
1.04E-01
2.01 E-03
2.01 E-03

6.66E-01
6.66E-01
6.66E-01
6.66E-01

1.17E-01
1.17E-01
1.17E-01
1.17E-01

138.7%
11.1%
98.3%
98.3%

Response File Input into
the RPC® Pro Tool for
Tire Characterization

Table 6-5: Computed Damping Versus Control Damping

The damping values for several response files were computed. The values obtained
are compared to the control values and the oercentaae difference is shown.
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Computed Modal Mass Versus Control Modal Mass
Pre-Load
Value
(lbs)

Pre-Load
Value

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

Response File Input into
the RPC® Pro Tool for
Tire Characterization

Computed
Mmtm
N s'/mm

Control
Mmtm
lbf s'Vin

Control
Mmtm
N s'/mm

%
Difference

(N)

Computed
Mmtm
lbf s^/in

1200
1200
1200
1200

5337.87
5337.87
5337.87
5337.87

2.43E-03
2.76E-02
1.07E-03
-1.12E-02

4.26E-04
4.83E-03
1.87E-04
-1.96E-03

2.72E-02
2.72E-02
2.72E-02
2.72E-02

4.76E-03
4.76E-03
4.76E-03
4.76E-03

91.1%
1.5%
96.1%
141.2%

Sine Sweep pt05 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1350
1350
1350
1350

6005.1
6005.1
6005.1
6005.1

5.70E-02
2.85E-02
1.09E-03
1.07E-03

9.98E-03
4.99E-03
1.91E-04
1.87E-04

2.77E-02
2.77E-02
2.77E-02
2.77E-02

4.85E-03
4.85E-03
4.85E-03
4.85E-03

105.8%
2.9%
96.1%
96.1%

Sine Sweep pt051 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt1 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt2 1 to 50 Hz
Sine Sweep pt25 1 to 50 Hz

1600
1600
1600
1600

7117.15
7117.15
7117.15
7117.15

6.15E-02
2.85E-02
1.10E-03
1.09E-03

1.08E-02
4.99E-03
1.93E-04
1.91E-04

2.83E-02
2.83E-02
2.83E-02
2.83E-02

4.96E-03
4.96E-03
4.96E-03
4.96E-03

117.3%
0.7%
96.1%
96.1%

Table 6-6: Computed Modal Mass Versus Control Modal Mass

The modal mass values for several response files were computed. The values
obtained are compared to the control values and the percentage difference is
shown.

6.2.4 Discussion of Results
It is evident that under three of the four cases studied, the results show
poor correlation to the control data.

The stiffness values, regardless of the

varying amplitudes, appear to lie within the same percentage difference range. It
should be noted that the sample run at 0.25” amplitude which shows a negative
computed stiffness is an anomaly.

Negative stiffness would imply the tire lost

contact with the wheel pan and stretched the tire instead of compressing it. The
reality of this anomaly is that the data from the response file that was input into
the tool, showed negative values for radial force.
A review of the damping data shows poor correlation for three of the four
test cases. The percentage difference approaches 100% for three of the four
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cases.

The results from the sine sweep with 0.1” amplitude and a frequency

range of 1 to 50Hz for 1200lbs, 1350lbs, and 1600lbs showed good correlation
with differences of 7.5%, 25.5%, and 11.1% respectively.
Again, poor correlation was found for three of the four test cases in
computing modal mass. Good correlation was found from using the sine sweep
with 0.1” amplitude and a frequency range of 1 to 50 Hz. Percentage differences
of under 3% were found for all three pre-loads.
The computed values of stiffness, damping, and modal mass were found
to be best when a sinusoidal wave was input into the tire.

This wave was

characterized by a constant amplitude of 0.1 inches and a frequency range of 1
to 50 Hz.

In an effort to determine optimum tire parameter for effective road

profile development, this best test case was run six more times with the results
shown in Table 6-7.
Table 6-7 summarizes the data found from running the best test case
discussed above, six times. The same sinusoidal wave was input into the tire six
times and six different responses were collected. The responses were then run
through the Tire Parameter Identification Tool and the parameters were
computed. For each pre-load, the values for stiffness, damping, and modal mass
were averaged to determine the overall tire parameters to be used for effective
road profile development.
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Average Tire Characteristics on Six Runs
Computed Tire Characteristics
Tire Response Files

Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine

Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep

pt1
ptl
pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1

1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial

1
2
3
4
5
6

Average Values for 1200 lbs preload
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine

Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep

pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1

1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350

Preload
Preload
Preload
Preload
Preload
Preload

Trial
Trial
Trial
Trial
Trial
Trial

1
2
3
4
5
6

Average Values for 1350 lbs preload
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine
Sine

Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep
Sweep

pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1
pt1

1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50
1 to 50

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

1600
1600
1600
1600
1600
1600

Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial
Preload Trial

Average Values for 1600 lbs preload

1
2
3
4
5
6

K

C

Ibf/in

lbfs/in

M mtm
Ibfs^/in

4.42E+03
4.45E+03
4.54E+03
4.53E+03
4.41 E+03
4.53E+03

5.78E-01
5.65E-01
5.70E-01
5.69E-01
5.77E-01
6.06E-01

2.76E-02
2.75E-02
2.78E-02
2.79E-02
2.33E-02
2.88E-02

4.48E+03

5.78E-01

2.72E-02

4.42E+03
4.44E+03
4.46E+03
4.48E+03
4.47E+03
4.43E+03

4.78E-01
4.85E-01
4.98E-01
4.25E-01
4.70E-01
4.79E-01

2.43E-02
2.54E-02
2.71 E-02
2.82E-02
2.75E-02
2.82E-02

4.45E+03

4.73E-01

2.68E-02

4.33E+03
4.28E+03
4.19E+03
4.54E+03
4.53E+03
4.53 E+03

5.92E-01
5.87E-01
3.52E-01
4.51 E-01
2.95E-01
3.99E-01

2.88E-02
2.85E-02
1.95E-02
3.25E-02
2.86E-02
2.85E-02

4.40E+03

4.46E-01

2.77E-02

% Difference versus Control
K
C
Mmtm
%

%

%

53.47%
54.51%
57.64%
57.29%
53.13%
57.29%

7.52%
9.60%
8.80%
8.96%
7.68%
3.04%

1.47%
1.10%
2.21%
2.57%
14.34%
5.88%

49.83%
50.51%
51.19%
51.86%
51.53%
50.17%

25.55%
24.45%
22.43%
33.80%
26.79%
25.39%

12.27%
8.30%
2.17%
1.81%
0.72%
1.81%

43.38%
41.72%
38.74%
50.33%
50.00%
50.00%

5.28%
6.08%
43.68%
27.84%
52.80%
36.16%

5.88%
4.78%
28.31%
19.49%
5.15%
4.78%

Table 6-7: Average Computed Values for Six Runs

Six runs were recorded for each pre-load and with a constant amplitude of
0.1 inches. The tire characteristics were calculated for each. The average
stiffness, damping and modal mass of the six runs will be used as the
computed tire characteristics for all computation from this point forward.
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6.2.5 Calculating the Net Spindle-Coupled Mass (M)
The net spindle coupled mass is defined by equation 6-1 shown below.

M = M W+ M t - M c - M mtm

Equation 6-1

where:
M
Mw
M

t

Mc
M

m tm

= net spindle coupled mass
= effective wheel mass
= mass of the tire
= transducer correction mass
= modal mass to be computed

The mass of the wheel and the tire were measured together and
determined to be 76 lbs.

The 76 lbs. Represents Mw+Mt .

The transducer

correction was determined to be 12 lbs. which includes 1/3 the SWIFT™ mass,
the mass of the hub adapter, and the mass of the inner fasteners. This method
of determining the transducer correction mass was proposed by MTS Systems
Corporation. Both of these values are then converted into pound force terms for
ease of calculations and consistency with computed values.

Final results of

testing are found in Table 6-8. Sample calculations are shown in Appendix C.
Final Results of Computed Tire Characteristics for ERP Evaluation

Pre-load Values
Pre-Load of 1200 lbs
Pre-Load of 1350 lbs
Pre-Load of 1600 lbs

K

C

Mm™

M

Ibf/in
4480
4450
4400

lbf-s/in
0.578
0.473
0.446

lbf-s2/in

lbf-s2/in

0.0272
0.0268
0.0277

0.1387
0.1391
0.1382

Table 6-8: Final Computed Tire Characteristics

The tire characteristics computed in the table will be
used in the effective road profile computation.
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6.3

Using Tire Characteristics to Estimate the Effective Road Profile

6.3.1

Vertical Effective Road Profiles
The next step involved using the control tire characteristics to determine

an effective road profile. The ERP tool creates an effective road profile by using
spindle forces and accelerations from a response file from a specific vehicle
configuration and by using tire model characteristics.

Recently, a vehicle with

off-road capabilities was sent to the proving ground for data acquisition. That
data was used for the ERP evaluation.
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Figure 6-5: The Effective Road Profile (ERP) Tool
This tool in RPC® Pro will create an effective road profile from raw data
previously recorded at the proving ground. This figure shows that the tool will
create four ERP channels in the vertical direction.

By using the data provided from the road load data acquisition, the vertical
ERP channels for the four corners of the vehicle were selected for ERP
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calculation as shown in Figure 6-5. The ERP tool then asks for spindle forces
and accelerations to be chosen from the channels provided in the response data
file. Figure 6-6 shows those assignments.
ERP Calculation - Calculate ERP, Tire Defl, Tire Patch Force, and S pindle Displ

If

Input Time History
jfrl_lch_(

Output Time History
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J l[]
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[
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IS RIGHT REAR LONITUDINAL ACCELER I

]

Ch8 ■
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3
4

iERP
ERP
ERP
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iLFVertERP
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1
1
1
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« fiack
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Figure 6-6: Output Parameter Channel Definition
In order to calculate the ERP channels, spindle force and spindle acceleration
data is required from the proving ground data. The channels for each corner are
defined as shown above.

In this case, the vertical spindle forces are represented by channels 48,
55, 62, and 69 for the left front vertical, left rear vertical, right front vertical, and
right rear vertical respectively.

Channels 5,6,7, and 8 define the spindle

accelerations left front, left rear, right front and right rear respectively.
For development of the effective road profile for the control characteristics,
the values shown in Table 6-1 for a pre-load of 1200lbs are used.
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Figure 6-7 shows the effective road profile using the control values. It should be
noted at this time that the effective roads are being developed as a tool to
compare the results from using two different sets of tire characteristics.

The

effective road profile itself is not being evaluated.
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Figure 6-7: Vertical ERP Developed From Control Tire Characteristics
Four effective road profiles are computed for the vertical direction using the
control tire characteristics obtained from MTS Systems Corporation. Each plot
represents one corner of a vehicle.

The effective road profile was then calculated by using the average computed tire
characteristics. The plots can be found in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: Vertical ERP Developed From Computed Tire Characteristics
Four effective road profiles are computed for the vertical direction using the
computed tire characteristics developed in the present project.

The road profiles are compared by channel as shown in Figures 6-9, 6-10,
6-11, and 6-12. The differences between the road profiles calculated from the
control tire characteristics and the computed average characteristics show a
distinct difference in the vertical direction. This difference is easily attributed to
the large error in the stiffness calculation. As shown in Figures 6-9, 6-10, 6-11,
and 6-12, the effective road profiles developed from the computed tire
characteristics produce lower amplitude signals in comparison with the effective
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road profile developed by the control tire characteristics. A quick evaluation of
equation 6-3 explains this result.

Equation 6-3

F
d is p la c e m

e n t

o

r c e

( F

)

( * ) = — —------ —

n

S

t if f n e s s ( k )

The inverse relationship between displacement (x) and stiffness (k) would
indicate that a higher stiffness would result in a lower amplitude signal. All the
computed stiffness factors were between 38% and 58% higher than the control
tire stiffness. Statistical analysis of the two ERP time histories produced the
following information found in Table 6-9.

Statistics Calculated for the Effective Road Profile Time Histories (Control and Computed)

CH
#
1
2
3
4

Max.
Max.
Min.
Min.
Mean
Mean
RMS
Kurtosis Kurtosis
RMS
Control Computed Control Computed Control Computed Control Computed Control Computed
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
0.517
-3.532
-0.054
-0.431
4.370
2.331
1.976
-3.969
0.673
4.568
0.674
0.462
10.837
11.123
4.581
4.110
-5.000
-5.000
0.933
0.769
1.237
1.334
3.787
-1.741
-2.200
1.575
1.653
3.330
3.256
3.398
3.207
2.021
-3.444
-3.900
-0.237
0.549
0.579
2.396
0.151
3.326

Table 6-9: Vertical ERP Statistics
Statistics of each time history are provided in the table above. A general review of the
data shows that the values all lie within the same order of magnitude and the general
character of the data sets are similar.

Again, by referring to the statistics, it is easy to see that the computed
values for maximum were less due to the stiffness relationship discussed
previously.
Kurtosis deals with the relative peakedness of a time history.

Positive

kurtosis would indicate that the time history is relatively peaked. A comparison of
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the two values of kurtosis would indicate that the two damping values did not
have a significant difference on the effective road profile.

Recall that damping

reduces peaks.
The fact that the RMS values for computed and control are similar leads to
the conclusion that the time histories contain similar damaging events with the
computed signal providing less damage.
l-frlJ c h _ c o m f_ R S P _ M T S 1 _ e rp _ c o m p , 1, RR V ert ERP
M 't ljc h _ t o m f_R S P _ E M I _erp_c ornp, 1, P R Vert ERP

Right Rear Vertical ERP frc
control tire characteristics:

Right Rear Vertical ERP from
computed tire characteristics

T im e (s e c s )

Figure 6-9: Right Rear Vertical ERP
The blue plot indicates the ERP developed from the computed tire values while
the black plot represents the ERP developed from the control tire characteristics
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation
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Visual inspection of this comparison graph for right rear vertical effective road
profile reveals that the computed tire characteristics provide a lower-amplitude
effective road profile. This again can be explained due to the larger computed
stiffness value.
1 -frl_ lch _ co m f_ R S P _ M T S 1 _ e rp _ co m p , 2, RF V ert ERP
M il J c h _ c o m f_ P S P _ E M 1_erp_i; nrnp, 2, RF Ve-rt ERP
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Figure 6-10: Right Front Vertical ERP
The blue plot indicates the ERP developed from the com puted tire values while
the black plot represents the ERP developed from the control tire characteristics
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation

Figure 6-11 displays the left front vertical effective road profiles using both
the computed and control tire characteristics. The same pattern follows which
shows that the lower amplitude signal was developed from computed tire
characteristics.
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Figure 6-11: Left Front Vertical ERP
The blue plot indicates the ERP developed from the computed tire values while
the black plot represents the ERP developed from the control tire characteristics
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation
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Figure 6-12: Left Rear Vertical ERP
The blue plot indicates the ERP developed from the computed tire values while
the black plot represents the ERP developed from the control tire characteristics
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation

Finally, the left rear vertical ERP was calculated for the control and
computed tire characteristics.
6.3.2 Error Plots
Time History Math is an RPC Pro tool which was used to subtract the two
calculated ERP time histories in order to produce a single error file thus giving a
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better visual understanding of what the amplitude of the error was. Figure 6-13
shows the amplitudes of the error for all four vertical channels.
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Figure 6-13: Error Plots for Vertical ERP
The error plots are calculated by subtracting one tim e history from another. The
result of such an operation show the amplitude difference between the two
effective road profiles.

The errors appear to be similar throughout all four channels.

Statistics

were calculated for the error time history and show that the mean value of the
error ranged from 0.20 inches to 0.37 inches. The mean value of the error gives
us the difference in amplitude between the two effective road profiles. It appears
that the amplitude of the effective road profile developed by computed values is
on average 0.31 inches less than that of the control. This is significant and would
result in less damaging testing.
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6.3.3 Longitudinal ERP
The longitudinal effective road profiles were also calculated for both the
control and the average computed tire characteristics. It should be noted that the
longitudinal effective road profiles are being compared to each other. The value
of the information of the effective road profile itself, is not being evaluated. Figure
6-14 shows the longitudinal effective road profiles developed for the control tire
characteristics.
1 -frlJ c h _ c o m L R S P J o n g _ w ith _ m ts _ c _ e rp , 1, RR L ong ERP
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Figure 6-14: Longitudinal ERP Using Control Characteristics
The longitudinal effective road profiles were developed using the control tire
characteristics.
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The longitudinal effective road profile developed with the average
computed tire characteristics is shown in Figure 6-15.

1 -frl_ lc h _ c o m f_ R S P J o n g _ w ith _ e m _ c _ e rp , 1, RR L on g ERP

T im e (s e c s )

T im e (s e c s )
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T im e (s e c s )

Figure 6-15: Longitudinal ERP Using Computed Characteristics
The longitudinal effective road profiles were developed using the computed tire
characteristics.

Comparative plots between the two effective road profiles are shown in
figure 6-16, 6-17, 6-18, and 6-19.
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Figure 6-16: Right Rear Longitudinal ERP
The effective road profiles in the longitudinal direction for both computed and
control values are shown. The entire time history is shown. Good correlation
between the two plots is evident.

The longitudinal effective road profiles compared in Figure 6-16 show very
few differences.

Statistical analysis will be required to determine the minute

differences.
A section of time at the beginning of the time history is zoomed to show
the differences.
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Figure 6-17: Right Front Longitudinal ERP
The effective road profiles in the longitudinal direction for both computed and
control values are shown. The time history is zoomed to the time frame between
1 and 9 seconds. In this situation, the effective road profile developed by
computed parameters shows a higher amplitude. Note, however, the magnitude
of the signal. A magnitude of - 6 inches has little meaning since a vehicle would
not be shift six inches backwards from any contact with the road.

The longitudinal effective road profiles are shown to be comparable in
Figure 6-17 but the larger amplitude signals are evident in the computed case
which is contrary to the results of the other channels.

Investigation into this

showed that the raw data used to develop this effective road profile was of
incorrect polarity.

During data acquisition, the data was recorded as negative

instead of positive. The pattern shown is still of value.
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Figure 6-18: Left Front Longitudinal ERP
The effective road profiles in the longitudinal direction for both computed and
control values are shown. The plot was zoomed in between the time frame of 91
to 92.1 seconds. The zoom in of this time segment better shows the differences
between time histories. There is still good correlation between the two plots.

Good correlation between the two plots is evidenced in Figure 6-18 for the
left front longitudinal effective road profile.

The plot shows only the results

between the 91 and 92.1 seconds of the time history.
amplitude in the computed versus the control continues.

The pattern of lower
This segment was

taken from the end of the time history.
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Figure 6-19: Left Rear Longitudinal ERP
The effective road profiles in the longitudinal direction for both computed and
control values are shown. Note the strong correlation between the two plots.

A section of data from the middle of the time history was taken to show
consistency with the rest of the data. The effective road profile developed from
control tire parameters shows a higher amplitude signal compared to the signal
from computed values.
The statistics for the effective road profile time histories were computed
and are listed in Table 6-9.
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Statistics GalaJated for the Effective Road Profile Time Hstories (Control and Computed)

CH
#
1
2
3
4

Max
Max
Computed
Control
(in)
(in)
3.972
0.000
2435
6.233

4.028
0.000
2310
6.163

Ma
Control
(in)

Ma
Gorrputec
(in)
-3.554
-3.500
-10.487 -10.605
-4.442
■ 4 .2 M
-1.773
-1.923

Maan
Control
(in)

Maan
Oonrputec
(in)

RMS
Control
(in)

0.136
-6.948
-1.269
2149

0.113
-7.188
-1.282
2175

1.119
7.026
1.611
2482

RMS
Kurtosis Kurtosis
Gorrputec Control Gorrputec
(in)
1.137
7.264
1.619
2493

1.133
3.752
1.300
1.187

1.155
4.198
1.323
1.202

Table 6-10: Longitudinal ERP Statistics
Statistics of each time history are provided in the table above. A general review of
the data shows that the values are very close and the general character of the data
sets is virtually identical.

A review of the statistics shows that general character of the data sets is
very similar. The minimum and maximum values for the control and computed
cases are similar. The mean and RMS values are nearly identical for all four
channels. The kurtosis values are also very comparable.
Once again, the Time History Math Tool was used to subtract the two time
histories and produce an error time history. This error time history is effective in
visually showing the differences between computed and control effective road
profiles. As can be seen from the plot and confirmed by statistical analysis, the
mean value of the error time history, for all channels, is quite small. The average
error for all four channels was less than 0.075 inches.
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Figure 6-20: Longitudinal ERP Error Plots
In comparison to the vertical error plots, the mean of the error is much lower in
the longitudinal ERP calculations.

6.4

Reviewing the Data in the Frequency Domain
The power spectral density or PSD of a time history essentially outlines its

frequency content. The power spectral density of the effective road profiles in
the vertical and longitudinal directions are provided below.

6.4.1: PSD Plotted for Vertical ERP
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Figure 6-21: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Right Rear Vertical ERP
The PSD for the vertical effective road profiles for both computed and control
values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research is similar
to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude.

Figure 6-21 shows that the power spectral density (PSD) plots for the right
rear show amplitude differences as found in the time history plots.

Excellent

correlation is realized while the frequency is below 8 Hz. The plots then diverge
by an obvious amplitude.

The phase is however the same.

No resonant

frequencies are obvious meaning that the frame and tire did not reach any
natural frequencies.
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Figure 6-22: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Right Front Vertical ERP
The PSD for the vertical effective road profiles for both com puted and control
values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research is similar
to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude.

Figure 6-22 shows that the power spectral density (PSD) plots for the right
front follow the same pattern as the time history plot where the amplitude of the
signal was less in the computed results than the control results. Again, excellent
correlation was found under 8 Hz with divergence between 8 and 50 Hz.

No

resonant frequencies are evident in the data.
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Figure 6-23: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Left Front Vertical ERP
The PSD for the vertical effective road profiles for both com puted and control
values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research is similar
to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude.

Figure 6-23 shows that the power spectral density (PSD) plots for the left
front are similar but differ in their amplitude. This also remains constant with the
results found in the time history plots. The excellent correlation is again evident
under 8 Hz.
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Figure 6-24: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Left Rear Vertical ERP
The PSD for the vertical effective road profiles for both computed and control
values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research is similar
to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude.

Figure 6-24 shows that the power spectral density (PSD) plots for the left
rear are similar but differ in their amplitude content. The Power Spectral Density
for all the channels appear to have similar frequency content but differ in the
amplitudes where the computed amplitudes are lower than the control
amplitudes. Again, this is attributed to the higher tire stiffness characteristic from
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computed methods. The excellent correlation under 8 Hz is again evidenced in
the plot.

6.4.2: PSD Plots for Longitudinal ERP
The longitudinal signals in the frequency domain are shown in Figures 6 25, 6-26, 6-27, and 6-28. The minute differences in the longitudinal time history
plots can also be witnessed in the frequency plots below.
frlJ c h _ c o m f_ R S P J o n g _ w ith _ m ts _ c _ e r p _ a s d - (1,1) - ( r r L on g E R P .R R L o n g ER P ) - (Inch,Inch)
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Figure 6-25: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Right Rear Longitudinal ERP
The PSD for the longitudinal effective road profiles for both computed and
control values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research
is similar to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude after 4Hz.
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Excellent correlation is evident from 1 to 4 Hz on all channels in the
longitudinal direction effective road profiles. The plots diverge from 5-50 Hz. No
resonant frequencies are obvious.
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Figure 6-26: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Right Front Longitudinal
The PSD for the longitudinal effective road profiles for both computed and
control values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research
is similar to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude after 1.5
Hz.
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Figure 6-27: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Left Front Longitudinal
The PSD for the longitudinal effective road profiles for both computed and
control values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research
is sim ilar to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude after 4Hz.
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Figure 6-28: Power Spectral Density (PSD) for Left Rear Longitudinal
The PSD for the longitudinal effective road profiles for both computed and
control values are plotted above. Note that the PSD from the present research
is similar to that of the data obtained from MTS but varies in amplitude after 4Hz.
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Chapter 7:
7.1

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
The work conducted in the present project was in no way associated with

or endorsed by MTS Systems Corporation.
The following conclusions can be derived from the results presented in
Chapter #6 .

1. The tire characterization fixture was effective in securing the tire for
experimentation.

Deflection calculations produced values of 0.01-0.015

inches. A dial indicator was used during preliminary testing and deflection on
the order of 0.01 inches was observed at a static pre-load of 1600 lbs.
2. The procedure developed for determining tire parameters was effective in that
tire parameters can be computed from the measured tire data provided by the
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test apparatus in the present research.

The tire parameters obtained,

however, exhibited poor correlation in three of the four test cases. The test
case with a sinusoidal wave form with constant amplitude of 0.1 inches and
frequency range of 1 to 50 Hz produced tire parameters comparable to those
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation. This procedure can be used as a
money-saving alternative to a new road test based data for drive file
development although the errors associated with this tire characterization
process and the effective road profile generated would have to be considered.
3. The computed value for the tire stiffness characteristic (K) was 38%-58%
larger than the control value in all four test cases.

This value affects the

effective road profiles created and essentially results in a less-damaging road
profile.

This would increase testing time which is contrary to the goal of

reducing the vehicle development cycle. One difference can be attributed to
the fact that the present project restricted rotation of the tire while the tire
characterization unit developed by MTS Systems Corporation rotates the tire
at an unknown angular velocity. Another possible difference can be attributed
to the exclusion by the present project, of lateral and longitudinal forces into
the tire.

The MTS Systems Corporation rig introduces varying lateral and

longitudinal forces during tire testing.
4. The agreement between the computed value for the damping and that
obtained from MTS Systems Corporation was close in the one particular
“optimum” test case. On average the computed damping characteristic was
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within 23% of the control value.

In the three other test cases, results were

poor with differences approaching 100 %
5. The agreement between the computed modal mass and that obtained from
MTS Systems Corporation was close in the “optimum” test case. Computed
modal mass was, on average, within 2% of the control value.

In the three

other test cases, results were poor with differences approaching 100 %.
6 . The vertical effective road profiles developed from the computed and control

characteristics (MTS) were similar to one another but varied in the amplitude.
This amplitude difference is attributed to the larger computed stiffness value
versus the control stiffness value.
7. Longitudinal effective road profiles were much closer statistically than the
vertical effective roads. This may be attributed to the fact that the tire radial
stiffness characteristic has less of an effect on the longitudinal effective road
profile.
8 . When referring to the power spectral density plots for the vertical effective

road profiles, it can be seen that there is excellent correlation from 1 to 8 Hz.
This may imply that the fixed tire exhibits similar behaviour to a rotating tire
during low frequency events.
9. For the longitudinal effective road profiles, the power spectral density plots for
control and computed ERP’s show excellent correlation from 1 to 4 Hz. This
may imply that the fixed tire exhibits similar behaviour to a rotating tire during
low frequency events.
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7.2

Recommendations for Further Work
Several suggestions are offered to improve the results obtained and

optimize the procedure as a whole.
1. Optimization of the tire characterization unit could be completed. The frame
was designed to be as rigid as possible for error minimization with other
constraints given only secondary consideration.
and at times difficult to install.

Consequently, it is heavy

An evaluation of material and structural

optimization might allow for easier installation.
2. Possible resonant frequencies introduced by the frame itself would have
negative effects on the data.

These frequencies could be monitored by

installation of an accelerometer on the rig.

The signal captured by the

accelerometer could then be subtracted from the tire response to give more
accurate data.
3. The present project assumed that the tire should be fixed during tire
characterization.

The introduction of a rotating tire would provide more

accurate test results versus the data purchased from MTS Systems
Corporation. The drive system for the tire would have to be quite robust since
the tire is exposed to pre-load values of 1200lbs, 1350lbs, and 1600lbs.
4. During testing, only vertical loads were introduced into the tire. The effect of
lateral and longitudinal forces into the tire should be investigated.

These

forces could be introduced by securing wedges to the wheel pan. This would
affect the computed stiffness value.
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5. A computational tire model could be made to compare the results obtained
from testing versus those computed.

This analytical endeavor would also

require a deeper understanding of the MTS tire model.
6 . The possibility of increasing the frequency range would allow for more data

and would align the project with other recent works where the frequencies
exceed 200 Hz. The natural frequency of the tire could thereby be found.
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Appendix A

Sample Calculations of Beam Deflection

The sample calculations for the three pre-load conditions on the vertical
beam in the x-direction are shown below:
A1

Sample Calculation at 1200 lbs Pre-Load (X-Direction)

ML1
V MAX,X@A ~

_
v

A2

m

x

~ r-.T

(1 2 0 0 )(1 8 .6 2 5 )(4 1 .5 );
2 (2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 )(6 1 .9 )

.

x

-

V

\ i a x ,x

@

a

0 .0 1 0 7 2

inches

Sample Calculation at 1200 lbs Pre-Load (Y-Direction)
Using similar triangles, it is shown that the relationship between the

deflection at point A and point B can be defined as:

v rn x.x.A a r m )
V I Y @B

L
(0 .0 1 0 7 5 X 1 8 .6 2 5 )

V\Y@B

4 1 .5

v i r @B = 0 . 0 0 4 8

inches

The deflection is due to the moment created by the force. Also, a second
component to the deflection in the y-direction is attributed to the deflection of the
hub and bearing assembly which is subjected to a direct vertical force. Assuming
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that the assembly acts as a cantilevered rigid beam, the calculation is then
completed as follows:

vv 2 Y@B

PL 5
3E l

(1200)(7.5)3
^ 2 Y@B

3(29000000)(61.9)

V 2y @b

= 9 .4 x 1 0 5units

Since the contribution from the hub and bearing is so small, v^o b
essentially becomes the deflection in the y-direction from the moment
contribution. For a full analysis of the deflection in the y-direction, the stretch in
the structural beams from the secondary frame would also need to be
considered. These are assumed to be very small.
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Appendix B

MTS SWIFT™ Wheel Force Transducer

The MTS System Corporation introduced the Spinning Wheel Integrated
Force Transducer (SWIFT™) as a light weight and time-saving transducer which
reduces instrumentation time. The transducer can be installed on a modified rim
and be used in spinning applications i.e. on the test track or inside the laboratory
(non-spinning). For the purposes of this project, the transducer was used in the
non-spinning configuration but still required the modified rim.
The SWIFT™ transducer and related hardware is assembled as shown in
Figure B-1.

Modified
Wheel Rim
Transducer

Slip Ring
Bracket
(Spider)

SlipRing
(with Encoder)

Hub Adapter

Figure B-1: SWIFT™ Exploded View

The figure shows the tire, the modified rim, the hub adapter, and the
transducer. The slip ring with encoder was not used for the present project.
MTS {17}
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It can be seen that Figure B-1 references the Slip Ring Bracket and
encoder. These components were not used in the thesis testing. These
components are used for spinning applications. The missing component from
the photo is the horseshoe slip ring bracket.
The transducer attaches directly to the modified rim. The inside of the
transducer consists of four beams with strain gauges that measure six orthogonal
inputs (Fx, Fy , Fz, Mx, My, Mz ).
The hub adapter is vehicle dependent. In other words, each vehicle that is tested
requires a special hub adapter. The hub adapter attaches to the inside of the
SWIFT™ transducer and brings it back to the original position of the spindle face
of the testing vehicle. This prevents the tire from protruding from the vehicle
when the SWIFT™ are installed.
The transducer interface or Tl Box converts the bridge output and angular
position signals to six non-rotating analog outputs plus an angle output. As was
previously mentioned, the system converts rotating force and moment data to a
vehicle-based coordinate system. For the purpose of this project, only the Fz or
vertical force is required. See Figure B-2.
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---------------------------

Output signals
+ 10 Volts

Bridge

Outputs

Transducer
Interface

Angular
Position

Figure B-2: SWIFT™ Forces and Moments

The transducer produces forces and moments in the x, y, and z directions.
For the purpose of this project, only forces in the z direction were
recorded.
MTS {17}

The following procedure was completed in order to prepare the wheel/ SWIFT™
assembly for testing.
1. The transducer interface (Tl) box was configured. This was accomplished by
uploading the current calibration file from the Tl box using a laptop computer.
TIXFER, a DOS-based program, was used to upload the calibration file.
Once the file is opened, values for ZeroAlgorithm and AngleMode were
modified. The ZeroAlgorithm value was set to 0 which applies to non
spinning applications. AngleMode was set to 1 which specifies the fixed
angle mode. The file was then saved and downloaded to the Tl box using the
same TIXFER program.
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2. The next step involves the attaching of the transducer to the modified rim.
Using the twenty four bolts, the transducer was secured to the modified rim.
The bolts were installed only hand tight.
3. The hub adapter was then bolted to the SWIFT™ transducer. Twenty eight
bolts were used to complete this task. A torque value of 20 ft-lbs (27 N-m)
was used for these fasteners in the sequence shown below in figure B-3.

Figure B-3: Hub Adapter Bolt Torque Pattern
The bolts should be torqued in the order shown in
the figure above. The bolts should be torqued first
to 20 ft-lbs (27.1 N-m). The bolts should then be
torqued again to achieve the desired 40 ft-lbs or
(54.2 N-m).

The pattern is then repeated to achieve 40 ft-lbs (54.2 N-m) of torque.
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4. The bolts which hold the transducer/hub adapter assembly to the modified rim
were set to 20 ft-lbs (27.1 N-m) of torque by following the pattern shown in
Figure B-4. The pattern was repeated a second time to achieve 40 ft-lbs
(54.2 N-m).

24

Figure B-4: SWIFT™ and Hub Adapter to Modified Rim Bolt Torque
Pattern
The bolts should be torqued in the order shown in the figure
above. The bolts should be torqued first to 20 ft-lbs (27.1 Nm). The bolts should then be torqued again to achieve the
desired 40 ft-lbs or (54.2 N-m).

5. The wheel/transducer assembly was installed onto the tire-securing fixture.
The modified lug nuts were tightened to 90 ft-lbs (122 N-m) of torque.
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6 . The connector housing (horseshoe slip ring) was then installed over the

transducer. The connector fits over the 10-pin connectors on the front of the
transducer.
7. The output cable was then installed from the horseshoe slip ring to the Tl box.
8 . The Tl box then requires zeroing. The zero button was pressed and the Tl

starts to zero out the input bridges. The Zero LED was blinking until the
process was completed. At this point, the new bridge and angle zeroes are
loaded into the transducer.
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Appendix C

Sample Calculations-Net Spindle Coupled Mass

For the 1200lbs pre-load condition, the following information is required in
determining the net spindle coupled mass:

M —M w + M t —M c —M MTM

M
Mw
Mt

Me
M mtm

Equation 6-1

= net spindle coupled mass
= effective wheel mass
= mass of the tire
= transducer correction mass
= modal mass to be computed
Because the tire was mounted to the wheel when the measurements were

being taken, the value of the effective wheel mass and the mass of the tire will be
combined thus, Mw + Mt . The value is 76 lbs.
The transducer correction mass was explained by Darragh Murphy [25],
an employee with MTS Systems Corporation. The transducer correction mass
includes all the mass elements between the wheel force transducer flexure and
the vehicle spindle. In other words, everything between the sensor bridge and
the vehicle spindle. For the SWIFT™, this value is equal to 1/3 the mass of the
transducer as approximated by MTS Systems Corporation, plus the fasteners
and the hub adapter. The SWIFT™ weighs fifteen pounds, thus the contribution
to transducer correction mass would be five pounds. The inner fasteners and the
hub adapter collectively weigh seven pounds. The transducer correction mass is
therefore equal to twelve pounds.
The modal mass is computed. For the 1200lbs pre-load is computed to be
0.0272 Ibf-s/in.
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1. Convert the weight measurements into units of pound-force.

This is

accomplished by dividing the weights by 386. Thus, Mw + M j equals 76/386
which results in a value of 0.197 lbf-s2/in. The transducer correction mass,
Me, is determined to be 12/386 which results in a value of
0.0311 lbf-s2/in.
2. Using equation 6-1, the results are as follows:

M = M W+ M T- M c - M unl
M = 0 .1 97 -0 .0 31 1 -0 .02 7 2
Therefore

M =0.1387 lbf-s2/in
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Appendix D : Equations of Motion for the MTS Tire Model
Figure 3-14, shows the two degree of freedom spring, mass, damper
system. The free-body-diagram shown in Figure D-1 represents the upper
elements of the model.

Figure D-1: Free Body Diagram - Upper Section
The free body diagram is shown above and the
equations of motion will be developed.

m „ K , = - F t , - F r, - Fs

Equation 1

Where:
r

t?

_ A
v 1\(I vs p

*1 —

z7 _ n \ ( y
r

cl —

yL M T M \)

Equation 2

\

Equation 3

y

1

1M TM )

Inserting equations 2 and 3 into equation 1, results in the following:

m,rt r = - K l ( Y v - Ymtm) - Cl(Y,p - Ymtm) - F,

Equation 4
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Referring to the second free body diagram, Figure D-2, the initial equation of
motion is defined in Equation 5.

M

t

FC1
M TM

Figure D-2: Free Body Diagram - Lower Section
The free body diagram is shown above and the
equations of motion will be developed.

wimtmY mtm

— Fki + Fc\ — F ki — F t

-2

Equation 5

Y erp )

Equation 6

Where:

F

k2 =

K

2{ Y

mtm

—

Fa = C,(YUT „ - Y w )

Equation 7

Inserting equations 6 and 7 into equation 5 produces equation 8 shown below.
YYImtmYmtm

—

K i(Y s P — Ymtm) + C i ( YsP

) —K i^Y m tm

Ymtm

Yerp

)

Ye r p )

C i(Y m tm

Equation 8
The modal mass terms are all brought to the left side of the equation to produce
equation 9 shown below.
TTImtmYmtm

+ (C l

+ C2)YmTM

+ (7C, +

+ C iY e rp
Equation 9

K2)YmTM = K \Y p + ClYsp + K iY eR P
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By assuming that Ki=K2 and Ci=C 2, the expression can be simplified to produce
equation 10.
TYImtmYmtm

+ 2 CYmtm + 2 KYmtm

= KYsp

+ CYsp + K Y e rp + C Y erp
Equation 10

These equations of motion can be used to solve the unknown values of
stiffness, damping, modal tire mass, and the effective road profile.
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